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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is mainly focused on four areas of the
electrochemistry of PEi\1FCs: (1) developing a fast method to screen catalysts, (2)
modifying carbon-supported Pt catalysts to improve their perfonnance; (3) demonstrating
a new method to accurately measure the catalyst active surface area by cyclic
voltammetry; (3) reducing MeOH crossover in direct methanol fuel cells by modifying
the electrolyte membrane.
In order to achieve the above goals, a new electrochemical apparatus was
designed to study the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) on gas diffusion electrodes.
Different kinds of electrode & membrane assemblies (MEA) were made at various
platinum loadings and different catalYSIS (to % and 20 % Pt on Vulcan XC-72R) using
the hot bonding method. Several electrochemical techniques (c~"Clic vo!tammetry,
transient and steady scate pOlarization, and ac imped,mce) have been used to evaluate the
key parameters that detennine the o:'l:ygen reduction performance of the electrodes, such
as active catalyst surface area, Tafel slope, and resistance. Polarization results indicate
that a self-written program for COllecting current provides useful data for both transient
and steady state polarizations. The transient (lOs) polarization can fully represem the
electrode performance rapidly and reliably. AC impedance is a useful technique for
measurement of the cell performance.
Commercial carbon-supponed PI catalysts were modified by chemical oxidation
{l-fr.f03. H2S04 , HJPOot , HClOot , NaCIO, H20 l • or (N"H..hS20a) to enhance the catalytic
iii
activity for ox:ygen reduction reaction. Catalysts modified by either acidic or non-acidic
ox:idams can significantly improve ORR performance. The catalysts treated by acids,
especially by HN03. increase the number of carbon surface functional groups such as -
OH and - COOH allowing protons more easy access to the catalyst surface. The
improved ionic conductivity on the catalyst surface leads to a higher performance based
on the triple contact mC{;hanism for the ORR in the catalyst layer.
Funhermore, a technique using COl electroreductionlreoxidation was evaluated to
accurately measure the active surface area of carbon-supponed catalysts as an alternative
to the conventional use of hydrogen adsorption. The reduced Cal ox:idation charge c:ln
be used to compare the active surface areas of different camlysts although charge should
be used due to the complexity of the products of COl reduction. This method ret:lins the
resolution adv:lntage of the CO stripping method, and avoids the overestimation of the
active surf:lce lIrea. Moreover, peak and onset potentials for reduced COl oxidation lire
shown to be represent:ltive parameters for e:"plaining catalyst tolerance to MeOH and
co, especially the oxidation onset potentials.
Finally, membranes modified with conducting polymers by different
polymerization methods such as Fe}.', (NfLhS1.0s, HlOl . and 0 1 with UV irradiation
were eV:lluated in terms of ionic conductivity and permeability to meth:lnol.
Electrochemical measurements showed that the modified membr:lnes c:ln significantly
reduce methanol crossover. The inhibition of meth:lnol crossover is re:llized by a lower
methanol diffusion coefficient in the membrane as measured by chronoamperometry. The
stability of modified membrane needs to be evaluated under practical operating
conditions of direct methanol fuel cells.
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Chapter 1
1. General Review of Proton-Exchange-Membrane Fuel cells
(PEMFCs)
1.1 History of Fuel Cells
The world energy perspective has changed since the first oil crisis of 1973.
Irlcreasing focus is being placed on clean energy alternatives for satisfying growing
energy demands. The problem of atmospheric pollution has Jed to strict emission
legislation in Japan and California. Over the last few years, discussions on the
greenhouse effecl have led to general acceptance of the theory that carbon dioxide (COl)
emission causes global warming, and global studies have conclusively shown that the
earth's fossil fuel resources should be better maintained in order to secure a sustainable
future. In the USA, these concerns have Jed to the enactment of major laws. The Clean
Air Act Amendment of 1990 reduced the volume of allowable emissions of pollutants
and imposed stnct regulation on pollution sources. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 set
energy efficiency standards for industrial equipment and specifically calls for DOE
(Department of Energy) programs to develop fuel cells. The increased interest in cleaner
fuels strongly affects the automobile industry, and people now realize that the limited
fossil fuel reserves should be used as efficiently as possible. Therefore, in the last few
years, this has resulted in a trend toward decentralization of power production with a
strong emphasis on energy savings at the end~user's level (mainly household appliances
and lighting systems)(l).
The development of the fuel cell (FC) covers 150 years since its invention in 1839. in
which it has ex.perienced ups and downs. A fuel cell is defined as an electrochemical
device that can continuously convert the chemical energy of a fuel and ox.idant to
electrical energy without chemical combustion (2). Fue! cells work at a high efficiency
with emissions far below the strictest industrial standards, and are not subject to the
Camm limitation as Gibbs energy can in principle be converted at 100% efficiency. For
this reason, the fuel cell is considered to be the s.olution to the future problem of energy
conservation. The hydrogen fuel cell is bound to be one of the alternative power sources
of the future. It provides clean non-polluting energy, and produces only water and heat as
byproducts. rt is expected that the commercialization of fuel cells. and their use in homes.
offices, hospitals (3, 4), shopping comple;l,es, automobiles (5) and space missions will
usher in the beginning of the hydrogen economy.
Although the fuel cell has received much altention in recent years, the underlying
concept is by no means a product of the twentieth century (6, 7). A more detailed review
of the background of the development of fuel cells can be found in reference (8). The first
fuel cell wus described by Grove in 1842 (9). However. Grove was troubled by the poor
performance achievable at that time. Performance is still the major issue requiring
improvement in present-day fuel cells. Throughout the first half of the twentieth century
several attempts were made to build fuel cells that could convert coal or carbon directly
to electricity. None succeeded due to a lack of understanding of electrode kinetics.
The first major fuel cell development project that eventually led to a successful
device was embarked upon in 1932 by Francis T. Bacon. In order to obtain a sufficiently
large active electrode area with three-phase contact (triple contact), and therefore obtain
high current densities, porous gas diffusion electrodes were used. However, no practical
applications were realized until the 1960s (10), when systems were first used for the
Apollo and Gemini space programs. Fuel celliechnology was used for terrestrial systems
by the 1970s, and tested by gas companies, electric utilities :lnd electricity consumers by
the 1980s. During this period, most of the development of fuel cells was in the
e:tperimental and demonstration stages. Not until 1990 was the decision taken, by three
fuel cell companies, to Slart commercial production (11-13). Fuel cells continue to show
outstanding promise as pollution-free energy sources of the future for power and
transportation applications (14, 15)
There are five main types of fuel cell named according to their electrolyte
materials, which have reached varying stages ofdevetopment (16-19). All five fuel cells
are designed to work on hydrogen or hydrogen-rich refoITtlates as the fuel and oxygen or
air as the oxidant. These five fuel cells are the phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC) working
at appro:o;imately 200 DC with concentrated (to3 wt %) phosphoric acid as the electrolyte,
the alkaline fuel cell (AFC) working below 100 DC with 30 wt % KOH as the electrolyte,
the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEM) with a water-swollen perfluorinated
sulfonic acid ionomer as the electrolyte (this cell is used with a particularly modified
electrocatalyst for direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs», the molten carbonate fuel cell
(MCFC) which most frequently uses a eulectic melt containing 38/62 mole % potassium
and lithium carbonate and less frequently 48/52 mole % lithium and sodium carbonate,
and the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) which uses oxygen ion conducting yttria stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) as the electrolyte. Among these fuel cells, the phosphoric acid fuel cell
(PAFC) is the most developed, and a number of 250 kW stacks have been produced in
the USA and Japan for field demonstration with very promising results (20. 21). At the
same time, the alkaline fuel cells are still operating in the Space Shuttle as an auxiliary
power supply (22, 23). These alkaline fuel cell power plants (manufactured by
International Fuel Cells - United Technologies Corporation) have a well·established
record in NASA's space flights, although they have only been used for short durations
(less than twO weeks). The polymer electrolyte fuel cell is now a strong competitor for a
hydrogen energy system for NASA's proposed long - range space missions (lunar, Mars
and space stations).
1.2 Proton·Exchange-Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs)
Proton-eitchange-membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have attracted much interest
recently, which is attributed to their unique advantages (24) which are as follows:
high power density and efficiency
fastscartup and shutdown
no liquid electrolyte and therefore less corrosion
insensitive to differential pressures
less sensitive to COz
no carbonate formation
long life and potable liquid product (water)
versatility of application
The PErvlFC is very attractive from the point of view that all components in the fuel
cell are solid, and that its operational conditions are relatively mild (the temperature
range is 50-90 DC, and the pressure is 3-6 atm). Thus, the PEMFC system would be an
e;(cellent candidate for commercial viability. The need for an efficient, nonpolluting
power source for vehicles in urban environments emphasized by recent legislative
initiatives has resulted in increased attention to the use of fuel cells to power vehicles
with high efficiency and low tail-pipe emissions. In fact, it is this application which has
stimulated PEMFC technology research and development.
In PEtvrFCs, the heart of the cell is the so-called membrane/electrode assembly
(MEA). In its simplest form, the electrode component of the MEA would consist of a thin
layer (5·50 j.lm thick) containing a dispersed platinum catalyst. This catalyst layer is in
good contact with the ionomer membrane (tyPically 50-175 j.lm thick) that serves as the
electrolyte and gas separator. Tenonized porous carbon paper or carbon cloth serves as a
gas distributing layer and current collector. Therefore, a lvlEA will always have the
following structure when viewed from either the anode or cathode side: porous wet-
proofed carbon backing/catalyst layerllionomer membranellcatalyst layer/porous wet-
proofed carbon backing. With the help of the catalyst, hydrogen is electrochemically
ionized and broken down into positive hydrogen ions (protons) and negatively charged
electrons at the hydrogen electrode (anode) as shown in Eqn (1.1).
The protons are attracted to the negatively charged sulfonic acid groups of the ionomer
membrane. These sulfonic acid groups provide sites for Ihe hydrogen ions that are then
allowed passage through the membrane to the oxygen electrode (cathode). There, the
hydrogen ions electrochemically combine with oxygen and electrons, th"'t have been
transported through the elttemal load from the anode to the cathode, to produce water
according to Eqn (L2).
The catalyst used in the PEMFC was originally platinum black, and a high
loading was required to provide high performance. More recently, the application of
carbon supported catalysts is the most important breakthrough in fuel cell development
for catalyst cost reduction (25).
The membrane commonly employed in most recent PEMFC technology
developments is made of a perfluorocarbon sulfonic acid ionomer. Nafionl).l made by
DuPont is the best-known eltample of this type of membrane. Nafion has a 130°C glass
--{(CF:!CF:!)nCCF2iF)h--
OCF2iFCFJ
OCF2CF2SOJH
n =6.6
Nafion Membrane
----{(CF,CF'l.(CF,Cfl, -
OCF2CF2SOJH
n=3.6-1O
Dow Membrane
Fig. 1.1 The skeleton structures or Nafion and Dow membranes (26, 27).
transition temperature, which indicates that higher temperatures will change the polymer
to the gel state in which it can flow. BOlh polymers (Nafion lind Dow) have the following
desirable properties: high oxygen solubility, high proton conductivity, high chemical
stability, low density, and high mechanical strength.
The porous backing layer placed behind the catalyst layer fulfills important tasks
in the PEMFC. It must provide the combined requirements of effective reactant gas
supply to the catalyst layer and effective water supply or removal. Wet-proofing by PTFE
is required to ensure that at least pan of the pore volume in the cathode backing remains
free of liquid water in an operating cell, so as to enable rapid gas-phase lransport.
Obviously, the backing layer has to be made of a material of high and stable electronic
conductivity in a wet environment. Although some porous metal structures have been
suggested, most of PEi'IlFC backings to date have been based on porous carbon paper or
cloth.
1.3 Development or PEMFCs
The development of PEMFCs up to the middle of the 19605 has been reviewed by
Niedrach and Grubb (28), Magnet (29), and [jebhavsky and Cairns (8). Appleby and
Foulkes (30) have reviewed PEMFC technology with respect to its early development.
membrane strucwre and functioning. The research pursued on PENlFCs mostly covers
three fields including the development of reliable electrolyte membranes and the
improvement of catalyst performance as well as the development of membrane and
electrode assemblies (MEAs). The early research on PE/'vIFCs enhanced the basic
understanding of fuel cells, i.e., "the electrochemistry of fuel cells". During the 1980s,
new initiatives in the development of PE/'vIFC Slacks and power systems emerged. The
present staws of the solid polymer electrolyte fuel cell technology is summarized in
several recent articles 01-38).
The performance of fuel cells was increased significantly by the development of
the MEA structure and engineering design. and the platinum loading was reduced greatly
from 4 mg/cm2 down to 0.4 mgfcm2 withom compromising performance. The size of
stacks had reached the kilowatt level. In recent ye;trs. PEMFC performances have been
improved by a number of approaches which include system design, stack operaling
conditions, stack hardware and MEA design, but all options have to be assessed from an
engineered system point of view 09). Most of the system designs concentrated on water
management in the stack (40-44). Performance loss due to flooding is mainly on the
cathode and at high current densities, typically greater than 0.8 Alcm1, where mass
transport effects dominate. The low concentration of oxygen in air. the roeaction kinetics
associated with oxygen reduction. the formation of liquid water res~lting in water
flooding of active sites and restriction of oxygen transport to the active electrocatalyst
layer. aU result in substantial cathode overpotentials. p:uticularly at high cl!.lrrent densities.
By appropriate cell design and operating conditions, liquid water acctamulated in the
cathode can be drawn by a concentration gradient across the membrane to the anode and
removed by the fuel stream at the anode.
In spite of improved system designs and operating conditions. the Lmprovement of
fuel cell performance also relies on the optimization of tvlEA structure thlat plays a very
imponant role in PEN[FC performance. Therefore. a lot of work has been concentrated on
this area. The earliest method of the MEA preparation was based on bonding of platinum
black to the polymeric membrane. A US patent (45) described catalytica]]y active layers
prepared from finely divided metal powders (blacks) mixed with a binder such as
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The catalysts were applied to a substrate._ and bonded to
the membrane using appropriate combinations of temperature and pressure. This
technique has remained to date the method of choice in the preparation of MEAs. The
drawback of this mode is low catalyst utilization as there is a lack of effl_dent access of
protons 10 a large fraction of catalyst particles (those located away from the membrane
electrolyte), and also lack of efficient gas access to another fraction of t~e catalyst sites
(those deeply embedded in the membrane). Therefore. the combined re-sult of limiled
dispersion and low utilization in such PtlPTFE mixtures requires a high platinum loading,
typically 4 mg Pth:m2• to obtain satisfactory cathode performance. fDarticularly for
operation with air. At such loadings the catalyst cost inhibits the commercialization of
PEMFC.
Based on the working mechanism of the PEMFC, the cathode must be effectively
accessed simultaneously by all three reactants: oxygen gas, electrons, and protons for the
Pt sites to be active for oxygen reduction. The first move toward substantially lowering
the platinum loading in PEMFCs, while maintaining comparable cell performance, was
described by Raistrick (46). Raistrick used a mixture of carbon-supported platinum (Pt/C)
and PTFE deposited onto a carbon paper that was pretreated with PTFE to make it
hydrophobic. Compared with catalysts based on platinum black, an important advantage
of the carbon-supported platinum catalyst is the higher degree of dispersion. Particle
diameters of 2 nm are easily obtained in carbon-supported form by various protocols
described in the patent literature. However. this rvlEA still suffers poor perfonnance when
electrodes are bonded by hot-pressing onto an ionomeric membrane as there is a lack of
proton access to the majority of catalyst sites which are not in intimate contact with the
membrane. This understanding of the limitations in the MEA for PEMFCs was import:lnt.
In a catalyst layer comprising Pt/C (or platinum black) mixed with PTFE, the two first
requirements are effectively met due to the good connectivity within the carbon
supponlcarbon powder (or platinum bl:lck) and the hydrophobic pores generated by the
PTFE component. respectively. The third requirement, effective proton access, cannot be
met adequately.
To overcome this critical limitation, Raistrick (47) impregnated the pt/CfPTFE
catalyst layer on the carbon cloth with a solution of Nafion prior to hot-pressing the
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electrode onto the membrane. Impregnation of the catalyst layer in this way with recast
ionomer resulted in a very significant increase in performance and demonstrated, for the
fint time. significant PE\rtFC performance with plalinum loadings as low as 0.4 mglcm1•
i.e., an order of magnitude lower than that employed in the GElHamillon (an USA fuel
cell company) standard technology. This fint result of Raistrick with impregnated gas_
diffusion electrodes (47) was a breakthrough in PEMFC technology in two senses. The
main idea in this method is 10 extend the three-dimensional reaction zone by
impregnation of a proton conductor (for example. Nafion) into the active layer of an
electrode with a low platinum loading. Firstly, it demonstrated that PEr-fFCs could be
effectively operated with PtlC catalysts of loading similar to the ones employed in the
phosphoric acid fuel cells. thus bringing the loading and Cost of the precious metal
catalyst down by an order of magnitude. In addition, and perhaps even more importantly
for developments to follow, Ihis innovative experiment revealed the great importance of
"triple access" {gas, eleclrons. protOns} to each active catalyst site and, with that. it
opened the way to further optimization of calalyst layers in PEMFCs with the desired
combination of low loadings and high performance. Although PTFE is usually effective
as a binder and imparts hydrophobicity to the gas diffusion regime of the electrode, no
panicular advantage is realized by the presence of PTFE in the immediate vicinity of the
catalyst sits. Moreover. a penalty is paid in the catalytic region due to the lack of
utilization of catalyst in completely dry and/or Teflon-coated pores.
Based on the above considerations, a new structure for PEMFC electrodes was
developed by Wilson et al. (48). which attempted to improve upon the previous
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construction by significantly increasing the contact area between the polymer electrolyte
and the platinum clusters. This was achieved in two ways. Fint, the supponed catalyst
and the ionomeric additive are cast together to form the catalytic layer. This ensures that
the thickness of the catalyst layers coincides with the deplh of the ionomer impregnation.
Second, the contact area between the ionomer additive and catalyst is increased by
completely eliminating the PTFE component and by improving the dispenion of the
ionomer through the catalyst layer. In the absence of PTFE, the recast Nation provides
the structural integrity. The gas diffusion portion of Ihe electrode consists of a separate
Tenonized carbon cloth backing that is placed behind the thin catalyst film to provide
suppOrt and to provide a hydrophobic distribution network for the gases. The two-part
construction of the electrode - hydrophobic backing and hydrophilic catalyst layer -
allows each of the two regions to be fabricated separately with the properties that best
suit the function of each.
Oxygen reduction at the platinumINafion interface hilS recently been the subject
of active research (49-52). Such fundamental investigations are immediately relevant to
an understanding of the operation of the o;o;ygen electrode of proton-membrane fuel cells
(53).
Further significant improvements of the initial idea described by Raistrick were
achieved by Srinivasan, Ticianaelli and their co-workers. They described successful
auempts to increase the performance of impregnated PtlC layers on carbon supportS and
hot-pressed to the membrane by increasing the temperature and gas pressure (54),
optimizing the percentage of Nafion impregnant (55), replacing the 10% PtiC with a 20%
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PuC (56), and adding a thin layer of platinum on the front surface of the electrode by
sputter deposition and an electrochemical catalyzation (Ecq prior to impregnation (57-
59). The last two modifications shorten the average distance traveled by protons to access
the platinum catalyst sites and geMrate, particularly in the case of the sputlered film, a
significant number of active Pt sites very close to the membrane. The objectives of these
methods are to use relatively thin electrocatalytic layers in the gas diffusion electrodes
and to localize further the platinum near the front surface of the electrodes to minimize
activation, ohmic, and mass transpon overpotentials. The electrodes performance by
those methods have demonstrated that it is possible to achieve current densities of about 2
Ncm! at cell potentials of close to 0.6 V with H!/02as the reactants and of about 0.45 -
0.5 V at the same current density with H!/air as the reactants (60). An optimum
configuration of the electrode was found to be the one fabricated with 20 wt% PUC in the
supported electrocatalyst OntO which was sputtered a 50 nm film of platinum.
Another mode of application of platinum catalyst to a porous carbon structure has
been described by Taylor et a!. (59). This special mode involves impregnation of the
porous carbon structure with ionomer, exchange of the cations in the ionomer by a
cationic complex of platinum. Pt (NH)/", and electrodeposition of platinum from this
comple."( onto the carbon suppon. The result of such a procedure is the deposition of
platinum only at sites that are accessed effectively by both the electronic conductor
(carbon) and the ionic conductor (recast Nafion). In this regard, this mode of catalyst
preparation seems to offer an imponant advantage of catalyst utilization. Indeed,
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significant PEMFC perfonnances can be obtained with cathodes prepared in this way
with loading as low as 0.05 mg Ptlcm1, as reported by Taylor and co-workers (59).
1.4 Current Challenges for PEMFCs
The successful development and commercialization of low- to medium-
temperature fuel cells, particularly for terrestrial applications, depends on enhancing the
kinetics of the electroreduction of oxygen. The major challenges in reaching this goal
have been and, to some extent still are, as follows:
0) The first challenge is to attain the reversible potential. The oxygen electrode has
an exchange current density at Pt of 10.9 Ncml or lower at low to medium
temperatures. Due to competing re<lctions, even on the best metallic
electrocatalyst (Pt), it is practically impossible to attain the reversible potential.
The competing reactions are metal dissolution, oxide foonation, and oxidation of
the carbon support and organic impurities. The net result is that the observed rest
potential is a mixed potential which is lower than the reversible potential of the
oxygen electrode reaction by typically ca. 0.2 V. This loss in cell potential has a
primary effect of reducing the efficiency of fuel cells by as much as 16% before
any current is drawn. Therefore, further improvement in Pt based catalyst
technology would be desirable to increase the efficiency of fuel cells and reduce
catalyst loadings, and new types of catalyst also need to be developed to meet cost
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reduction targets. Moreover, these advances must also be amenable to useful,
high-volume production
(ii) The second challenge is to enhance the electrode kinetics of oxygen reduction
with alloy electroeatalysts. The best results to date have been obtained with alloys
of platinum with chromium, vanadium. cobalt. or nickel. The non-noble metal
component is more corrodible than the noble one. Thus, preferential dissolution of
the former may occur, which causes a degradation in performance of the oxygen
electrode. Worse slill is that lhe transition metal can migrate to lhe hydrogen
electrode and inhibit its electrocatalytic activity. By optimizing the composition
and structure of the alloy, these problems can be minimized. Therefore, the
modification of Pt based catalysts to enhance their catalytic activity becomes
practical.
Although several new techniques have been applied to increase fuel cell performance
and reduce platinum loading, the slowness of oxygen reduction on the cathode catalyst
still limits fuel cell efficiency, Therefore, further dfons need to be taken to improve the
catalytiC activity of the catalyst. Since carbon has widely been used as the calalyst
support. it can be modified to increase its surface proton conductivity without sacrificing
electronic conductivity. The proton conductivity of Ihe carbon support can extend the
three-dimension reaction zone without the involvement of foreign ionic conductors
leading to less inhibition of diffusion of the reactive oxidant gas,
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2. Direct Methanol Fuel Cells (DMFCs)
In respect to fuel cell commercialization in vehicle applications. electrochemists
are challenged to use a fuel that is easily transported and converted into energy from the
liquid state. Although the PErvrFC is the most promising candidate to replace gasoline
engines in vehicles. gaseous fuels such as hydrogen suffer serious storage and
transportation problems, and are incompatible with present fuel distribution systems. In
order to fit the existing gasoline system. a liquid fuel such as methanol is a favored
choice (61). The direct methanol/air fuel cell (DMFC) uses aqueous methanol solutions.
The overall reaction for methanol oxidation can be written as follows:
With EO=O.029 V/SHE (62).
The advantages of the methanol liquid-feed fuel cell over cells designed for gas-
feed may be summarized as follows:
elimination of fuel vaporizer and its associated heat source and controls,
elimination of complex humidification and thennal management systems,
dual-purpose use of the liquid methanol/water as fuel and as an efficient stack
coolant. and
significantly lower system size. weight and temperature than existing fuel cell
systems.
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Recent advances in OMFC research and development have been quite dramatic, with
the methanol/air fuel cell achieving a power density which is a very significant fraction of
that achieved with methanol reformate/air fuel cells. Recent ON[fC work has strongly
focused on cells with polymeric (primarily PFSA) membrane electrolytes. More applied
work, aim primarily at the demonstration of enhanced, stable performance of OMFC
single cells or stacks has taken place in the USA in research institutes including the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (63, 64). Case Western Reserve University (65), and Los Alamos
National Laboratory (66) in collaboration with industries such as International Fuel Cells
(!FC) and Giner. Inc. Similar efforts in Europe resulted in a demonstration at Siemens
(67) of a high performance polymer electrolyte DMFC operating at temperatures above
120°C. The performance was such that 0.5 V was reached at the 270 rnA/cm2 design
point (6S).
In spite of the OMFC's advantages, however, the DMFC remains poorly developed
compared to other fuel cells. Great difficulties have also been encountered in improving
the efficiency of DivlFe itself. These problems may be summarized as:
Similar electrocatalysts have been proposed for both anode and cathode, leading to
the problem of mi;\ed potentials at both electrodes and a marked reduction in
efficiency. The anode reaction is very slow near the thermodynamic potential, at least
on the catalysts currently used. A large overpotentiaJ loss is therefore encountered
(69).
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the catalysts currently used for the anode are all based on high platinum content.
These catalysts are easily poisoned both by impurities and (more seriously) by
products of the anodic reaction.
MeOH crossover from the anode to the cathode is a major problem that needs to be
solved in order to commercialize owes (70 ). MeOH crossover will depolarize the
cathode so as 10 drastically decrease cell performance, and waste a large amount of
fuel.
3. The Objectives of This Thesis
The main purpose of the work described in chapter 2 was to develop a reliable
and fast screening technique to characterize carbon-supported catalysts. In order to
improve the performance of commercial catalysts, chemical oxidation methods,
especially in acidic environments, have been investigated. The mechanisms by which the
modified catalysts show improved performance are also discussed in this chapter.
When carbon is used as a catalyst suppon, it can increase the degree of dispersion
of the catalyst to provide better performance than platinum black at low loadings. But, it
also creates a problem, in that, it becomes very difficult to determine the active surface
area as the minimum potential for hydrogen adsorption is not pronounced. The active
platinum surface area of the catalyst is an intrinsic propeny of the catalyst. Therefore, it
is necessary to accurately determine it. The present method involving hydrogen
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adsorption or desorption needs to be modified to achieve that accuracy. These subjects
will be addressed in Chapter 3.
In order to prevent MeOH crossover in DMFC, Nafion membranes have been
modified with conducting polymers such as polypyrrole and polymethylpyrrole by
different polymerization methods. A potential step method was employed to evaluate
inhibition of crossover by the modified membranes. Preliminary results are presented in
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Electrochemical Evaluation of Commercial Catalysts and
Modified Carbon-Supported Catalysts
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Current Catalyst Status for the Oxygen Reduction Reaction
(ORR) in PEMFCs
The cathodic reduction of oxygen is one of the most widely studied
electrochemical reactions. The kinetics and mechanisms of oxygen reduction have been
investigated wiUl a wide range of c;uhode materials and in a variety of aqueous and solid
polymer electrolytes. Much of the impetus for the extensive studies of oxygen reduction
can be attributed (0 the strong interest in low-tcmpcrnture (below 200 °C) fuel cells. The
high overpotential for oxygen reduction in low-temperature fuel cells with acidic
electrolytes is one major block in the drive for commercialization of this technology,
particularly for PElvlFCs. In this regard. a major effort is being devoted to discovering
electrocatalysts that can enhance oxygen reduction rates. Despite all the attention devoted
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to electrocatalysis of oxygen reduction at low and moderate temperatures in acidic
electrolytes, the kinetic overpotential for oxygen reduction with Pt-based catalysts is still
relatively high (i.e., typically> 0.3 V). Thus the challenge still remains to reduce the
overpotential of oxygen electrodes in such applications as fuel cells.
The important role of electrode kinetics on the perfonnance of fuel cells (particularly
those operating at low and intennediate temperatures, 25-200 0q is beSt illustrated by a
typical cell potential versus current density plot (Fig. 2_1). Three distinct regions are
illustrated in this plot showing the kinetic, ohmic, and mass transport losses. The cell
potential (E) versus current density (n, from a current density of a to the value at the end
of the linear region, may be expressed by the relation
E=E,+blogio-blogI-RI (2.1.1)
Where E.. is the reversible potential for oxygen reduction (V); E is the cell pOtential (V);
I is the current density (Ncm!); The parameters band io are the Tafel slope and e;l;change
current density for the oxygen reduction reaction, and R accounts for the linear variation
of overpotential (predominantly ohmic) with current density that is observed in the
intennediate range.
The slow kinetics of oxygen reduction is one factor that limits the performance of
electrochemical systems utilizing oxygen electrodes, and the requirement for high
catalyst loadings leads to cost problems. From the perspective of electrode perfonnance,
the COSt problem can be solved by reduction of the catalyst loading with improvement of
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catalyst utilization and perfonnance. Following the discussion by DallIljanovic (1), a
generalized
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Fig. 2.1 A typical cell potential-current curve in a PEMFC
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rate expression for oxygen reduction, with the rate-determining step as the first electron
transfer, is given by
O2 + H'" + e- = 02Hm,; (the cd.s) (2.L2)
1= k[P02t [Hjmexp(-aFElRn (2.1.3)
Where nand m are the reaction orders for 02 and W, respectively, and 0: is the symmetry
factor. k is a constant, and the other terms have their usual electrochemical significance.
Damjanovic (1) reported that n and a are both equal to I, and that m is close to 1.5 with
oxide-free platinum in acid electrolytes. Experimental studies with solid metal electrodes
(2-3) and with porous gas-diffusion electrodes of PTFE+bonded Pt supported on carbon
(4) showed that the reduction current at a given potential varies linearly with oxygen
pressure, which is indicative of a first-order dependence with respect to oxygen pressure.
ft is very clear that an increase of either W or 02 concentration would enhance the ORR
(oxygen reduction reaction) on the Pt surface, especially for H'" concentration because of
its 1_5 power index. fn order to improve the ionic conductiVity of the catalyst, an ionomer
(Nafion) solution is usually added to the catalyst ink, which results in a large
performance gain (5). Significant cost reduction by decreasing the catalyst loading has
also been reported by optimizing the electrode structures (6-12). The underlying concept
of reducing catalyst loading is to enhance catalyst utilization in the gas diffusion
electrode.
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Most attempts concentrated on the impregnation of an ionic conductor into the
catalyst layer to extend the ionic conductivity. However, the involvement of a foreign
ionic conductor like Nafion in the catalyst layer can restrict oxygen diffusion, and
decrease the electronic conductivity in the layer. The most important facet of maximizing
catalyst utilization in fuel cells is to maximize the volume of the catalyst/electrolyte
interface without unduly limiting the gas penneability and electronic conductivity. Based
on the ORR mechanism in PE?'AFCs. a balance between the electronic and ionic
conductivity of the catalyst should be maintained in the catalyst layer to achieve a high
perfonn:lnce. Therefore. it has always been a goal to find a way to improve the ionic
conductivity of catalysts without the compromising their electronic conductivity. If the
ionic conductor can be created ill situ on the Pt catalyst. carbon suPPOrt. without affecting
the other properties of carbon support. then fast ORR kinetics can be achieved by
increasing the proton and oxygen concentrations in the absence of (or with less) Nation in
the catalyst layer.
2.1.2 l\'lodification of the Surface of the Carbon Support by Chemical
Oxidation
Numerous methods such as electrochemical, chemical, and thelTIlal methods have
been a.pplied to activate electrocatalysts for oxygen reduction CD). Presently. graphitized
carbon is used as the catalyst support to increase Pt dispersion resulting in a higher
catalytic activity. The graphitized carbon is more hydrophobic in comparison to carbon
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black, which causes a difficulty for proton access to the platinum catalyst. A highly
catalyzed carbon layer should not be tOO hydrophobic, otherwise it would not achieve a
good interfacial Contact with the electrolyte (14). Therefore, it should be a fruitful
approach to increase the proton conductivity by modifying the hydrophobicity of the
carbon support in order to increase the ORR performance of the catalysts.
Carbon-oxygen complexes are by far the most important surface groups
influencing the physicochemical properties of carbon black such as wettability, catalysis,
electrical conductivity. and chemical reactivity. Moreover, the carbon surface properties
also affect metal electrocatalyst-earbon support interactions, adsorption of reactive
species, and carbon-polymer binder adhesion. A schematic represemation of surface
oxides on carbon is presented in Fig. 2.2.
Fig. 2.2 Schematic representation of the oxygen surface functional groups on carbon.
(a) phenol; (b) carbonyl; (el carboxyl; (d) quinone; (e) lactone.
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Graphite intercalation compounds (GIGs) are prepared by inserting atomic or molecular
layers of guest chemical species into the host graphite layer to give unique properties
such as the high conductivity and catalytic activity. The tenn "intercalate" refers to a
substance that is inserted between the layer planes. A discussion on the nomenclature and
terminology for graphite intercalation compounds was recently published (15). For highly
graphitic materials. the extent of intercalation or chemic:.1 doping depends on the particle
size. the amount of volatile mauer. the e.'uent of porosity. the extent of heat treatment. the
use of chemical oxidation. and other factors.
Various processes are used to produce graphite intercalation compounds. These
include the two*zone treatment technique. the liquid inlercal<ltion method. the
electrochemical method, and the cointercalation technique. Each of these techniques was
reviewed recently by Dresselhaus and Dresselhaus (l6-l7). Several short summaries of
the reactants and experimental conditions used to prepare graphite oxide were presented
in references (18-24). The two requirements that seem necessary for synthesis of graphite
oxide are a strong oxidizing agent and/or an acid environment, Graphite can
accommodate oxy-acids in its lattice structure to form intercalation compounds that are
saltlike and ionic. and with conductivity approaching that of metals. Perhaps {he most
widely srudied acid compound is graphite bisulfate although a number of other acid
compounds have been e;otamined (e.g.. intercalates such as HNO). HSO}F. HCIO..,
H3PO... H..P201. H!SeO... H]AsO... HBF~, CFlCOOH. and HF). The only acid compound
that is isolated from acids as a solid is graphite nitrate. The possible intercalates by
several acids are given in Table 2.1.
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Table 2. 1 Graphite intercalation compounds and their limiting compositions.
Intercalate
HF
Limiting Composition
If milder ox;idizing conditions are used, ox;idation of carbon [Q give acidic surface groups
is llchieved in a liquid-phase environment without completely destroying the carbon
structure (25-28). Ox;idation of carbon black in HNO) appears to produce a large
increase in the concentration of surface ox;ide groups but it has only a marginal effect on
the surface area. The large decrease in the pH of carbon slurries that is obtained by
oxidation in RNO) indicates that acidic surface ox;ides are formed by the treatment. Pun
and Bansal (28) also confirmed the formation of surface ox;ides on carbon blacks that are
ox;idized in HNOJ • It is well known that the formation of the intercalation compounds
such as graphite ox;ide occurs only with highly graphitized carbon samples.
The ex;tensive research effon to date on the chemical modification of carbon
surfaces has resulted in an improved understanding of the role of carbon surface
propenies in electrochemistry. Nevertheless, considerable research is still needed to
detennine the influence of surface groups on the electrochemical behavior of carbon, and
investigate phenomena at carbon surfaces, panicularly with regard to the influence of
polymers and liquid/gas interfaces on porous electrodes. In order to make better use of
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chemical oxidation techniques, further research is required to elucidate the importance of
electrocatalyst-carbon support interactions in ele<:lrOCatalysis, to determine how to
modify such interactions to improve electrocatalyst activity, and to identify techniques to
modify the carbon surface in order to add oxygen functional groups that enhance the
senSitivity and activity of carbon-supponed catalysts.
2,1.3 Objectives of This Work
Graphite intercalation has been used for a long time in the battery and
supercapaciwr industries to improve perfonnance. It has not been used in the fuel cell
field although it has the potential to improve the ionic conductivity of carbon supports
while maintaining their electronic conductivity. It is also a big challenge to utilize
graphite intercalates in fuel cells which requires a large current density range. In the work
described in this chapter, chemical oxidation was used to obtain GICs, and the treatment
conditions were evaluated. An electrochemical half-celJ technique was used to achieve
fast and reliable screening. An electrode apparatus was designed to study the ORR at gas
diffusion electrodes (the cathode of a practical PEMFC). Methodologies such as cyclic
voltammetry, potentiostatic steady state and transient pOlarization, and impedance
spectroscopy were used to measure the key parameters that detennine the perfonnance of
the electrode including the active catalyst surface area and Tafel slope.
These methodologies were employed to test the ORR performances of carbon-
supported catalysts modified by different acidic and non-acidic chemicals. IR
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spectroscopy was also used to investigate the carbon surface functional groups produced
by chemical ox.idation. The four-probe method was applied to measure the electronic
conductivities of the modified catalysts. The mechanism for the improved performance of
the modified catalysts is discussed, based on the triple contact theory.
2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Electrochemical Apparatus for Catalyst Evaluation
A schematic of a self-designed gas diffusion electrode holder is shown in Fig. 2.3
(a).
Gas Inlet GasOutJet
Pt Ring
MEA Tenon I~~~~
0-8-0-0
from inside to outside (tightened together)
Fig. 2.3 (a) Schematic of a gas diffusion electrode holder
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A platinum electrode and a saturated calomel electrode (SeE) were used as
counter and reference electrodes, respectively, for all electrochemical measurements. The
working electrode (l cm! geometric area gas diffusion electrode) was insened into a
holder (Fig. 2.3 (a»), which exposed the membrane side to 1 M ~S04 solution and the
backside to flowing oxygen or nitrogen for polarization and cyclic voltammetric
measurements, respectively.
Fig. 2.3 (b) Experimental setup for evaluating catalyst performance. 1. Counter
electrode; 2. Reference electrode (SeE); 3. Electrolyte: 1 M H!S04;
4. Carbon paper; :5. Nafion membrane. (4 + catalyst +:5 =MEA).
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A Luggin capillary was used to bring the reference electrode close to the test
electrode to minimize the solution resistance (Fig. 2. 3 (b». In order to avoid the flooding
of the electrodes and oxidant starvation. a large excess of oxygen was employed. All
electtoehemical experiments were conducted at room temperature (23 ± I 0c) in 1.0 M
sulfuric acid (Fisher. ACS grade. > 95.0%) unless otherwise indicated.
2.2.2 Techniques for Catalyst Evaluation
2.2.2.1 Polarization
A program was wriuen to collect transient and steady state polarization data :1(
fixed potentials. The transient data was sampled at the end of a ten-seeond interval of
polarization, which was followed by a swilch back to the initial open circuit potenlial
(rest potential) for 10 seconds. The purpose of this setup is 10 avoid the electrode flooding
as a long polarization would generate a large ",mount of water. Currents sampled
following 30 minutes of polarization were considered to be steady SLale values. The
average of three readings over one second period at each potential was t.:lken 10 minimize
the error due to noise. The polarization performance for etlCh eleclrode was tested twice,
for the purpose of reproducibility, with oxygen supplied at atmospheric pressure
(Canadian Liquid Air Ltd., >99%).
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2.2.2.2 Cyclic Vollammetry
Cyclic vohammetry was carried out using a Model 1286 Salamon
Elecrrochemical Interface connected to a computer. CV profiles were ~orded at
different scan rates between the potential limitS for hydrogen (. 0.30 V vs. SeE) and
oxygen evolution (1.5 V vs. SCE). Conventionally, the cyclic voltammetric teChnique has
been used to ascenain the electrochemically active surface areas of Pt electrodes (29·31).
The electrochemically active surface area can be computed by integrating the current in
the hydrogen adsorption region of the CV as shown in Fig. 2.4. To obtain the true active
area, the double.layer charging current must be accurately subtracted and the appropriate
minimum potenlial, which is usually taken as the potential of the cathodic current
minimum before the onset of H! evolution, must be selected correc::lly. From the
coulombic charge required for hydrogen adsorption (shaded area in Fig. 2.4). the cat.alyst
active surface area can be calcul:ued by assuming a coulombic charge of 210 ~CJcm!
(32). This calculation is based on the assumption that atomic hydrogen adsorption on the
PI. surface is monolayer, which is quite close to the real situation.
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Hydrogen 3
Region
Double Oxygen Adsorption
Layer Region
Region
-4
Potential (mV vs. SeE)
Fig. 2.4 Cyclic voltammogram of a 4 mg Ptlcml (Pt black) electrode at a
scan rate of 10 mV/s.
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2.2.2_3 AC impedance
The instrumentation for electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (ElS) consisted
of an electrochemical interface (Sol:utron Instruments model 1286 and an impedance
phase analyzer Solartron Instruments Model 1250) connected [0 a computer. The EIS
measurements were carried out at the initial open circuit potential, and data were
analyzed with ZPLOT software (Scribner Associates). An alternating sinusoidal signal of
5 mV peak-to-peak was superimposed on the dc-potential. The impedance spectra were
collected over the range of frequency between 65 kHz and I Hz. The cell resistance
(~cll) was measured as the high-frequency real-axis intercept of the complex plane
impedance plot.
AC impedance plots show the relationship between Z' (real impedance) and Z"
(imaginary impedance). AC impedance spectra can be used to investigate the reaction
mechanism of reactive species in catalyzed gas diffusion electrodes. and :Ire useful to
separate and to discern the contributions to the kinetic behavior from different
electrocatalyst materials or preparation procedures (32-34). Moreover, AC impedance is
also used to determine the double-layer capacitance of the electrode allowing us to
measure the effective, electrochemically used inner surface and the degree of wetting of
the inner surface of the electrode (35). To interpret the cell resistance measurements. a
simplified equivalent circuit similar (0 that reported by Parthasarathy et al. (36) was
adopted (Fig. 2.5). The equivalent circuit contains twO RC parallel circuits in series. The
first circuit corresponds to the behavior of the electrode/electrolyte interface in the
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activation - controlled region (0.55 - 0.70 V vs. SCE). and is linked to the charge -
ttansfer process for oxygen reduction at the PtlNafion interface. The second RC parallel
circuit pertains to the membrane itself and is representative of the membrane relax:mon
process. From the circuit pertaining to the membrane. membr.1ne properties such as the
uncompensated resistance. R.. grain - boundary or "intercluster" resistance. Rst>. and
membrane grain - boundary capacitance. Cp. were obtained. The uncompensated
resistance, R. is the sum of the solution resistance, RI• and the bulk membrane resistance.
R.
Fig. 2.5 Equivalent circuit for the electrolyte/electrode interface.. It., is the bulk
resistance; R.:, is the charge-transfer resistance; c"1 is the double layer
capacitance.
2.2.2.4 Infrared spectroscopy
IR spectra were obtllined from pressed discs of mixtures of small quantities of
carbon-supported catalYSiS with KEr. The typical concentration of carbon in the KEr
disks was in the range of from 0.01 100.5 wt %. lR speCtroscopy was used to identify the
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surface functional groups on the carbon before and after treatment in lIcid and non-acidic
chemicals. A major problem with carbon materials is their strong absorption of radiation
in the IR region.
2.2.3 Preparation of Catalyzed Gas Diffusion Electrodes
The desired amount of catalyst (10 % and 20 % Pt Nulcan XC-72R,
Electrosynthesis Co., Inc.) was mixed with the required amount of 15 wt % PTFE
suspension (diluted from 60 wt % PTFE, E. r. Du Pont De Nemours) to control the PTFE
content in the catalyst layer. Several drops of 1 M H1SO~ solution were added into the
composition to reduce the surface h':nsion of the catalyst. The catalyst paste was then
sonicated for about 30 minutes at room temperature to fonn a homogeneous mi:<;ture that
was finally spread on tenonized carbon p:Jper (Torey TGP-090 carbon paper tenonized
with PTFE. Toray [ndustries) to fonn the catalyzed gas diffusion electrode. The catalyzed
electrodes were sintered at 400°C to melt the PTFE binder. The catalyst loading (mg
Ptlcm~) and PTFE content for the resulting catalyzed electrode can be detennined by
gravimetry according to the following equations, respectively:
Pt loading = (W"",x Ca,JA) x (AWtp)/CWPTfEx CrTFE + We" + W.cid ») (2.2.1)
PTFE% =(WPTFE x C!'TF'E)X lOO/AWcp (2.2.2)
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Where 6Wep is the carbon paper mass difference after and before casting the catalyst
(mg); WP'rFE is the mass of PTFE solution added into the catalyst paste (mg); CPTFE is
PFFE concentration (15 %); Ce:., is the Pt percentage on the carbon suppon, and Well is
the mass of the catalyst used to make the catalyst ink (mg); W,eid is the mass of HzSO~
added into the catalyst (mg); A is the area covered by the catalyst (em!).
The half tv1EA (membrane & electrode assembly) was fabricated by hot pressing
the electrode onto Nafion@l17 (E. I. Du Pont De Nemours) at 125°C and 50 atmosphere
pressure for 90 seconds. The membrane was first subjected to a pretreatment in order [Q
remove organic and metallic impurities. Briefly, this pretreatment consisted of heating
the membrane in LO % HzO z to about SO DC for ca. I h to remove organic impurities. This
was then followed by treatment in boiling 1 M H150.. 30 min to remove metallic
impurities. The membranes were stored in deionized water after treatment. Two pieces
of thin PTFE film were applied t.O prevent the MEA from sticking to the hot stainless
steel plates used for bonding. After the ivrEA was taken awa.y from the press, the PTFE
films were peeled from the i'vlEA surface. Commercial electrodes (4 mg Ptlcm! (Pt
black), Ballard Power Systems, Inc.) were used as received except when the effect of
Nafion loading was evaluated, for which Nafion was brush-coated onto the electrode
surface with a 5 % Nafion solution (5 % solution, ! LOO EW, Solution Technology, Inc.).
The hot-press apparatus for MEA fabrica.tion is shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Fig. 2.6 The hot-press apparatus for l\1EA fabrication.
2.2.4 Catalyst T['eatment by Chemical Oxidation
The 20 % PI carbon-supported catalysts were renulled with different chemical
solutions including concentrated ffi'lOl (SOH. 11 %), H!SO~ (Fisher. ACS ,98.0%), 30 Si>
H202 (ACP, ACS), 0.2 M (NH.hS20S (Fisher, ACS), 5.25 % NaClO (SHC, ACS) or
concentrated HlP04 (Am'lchcmia, 85.0 %) for II cenain period of time. Concentrated
HClO~ (Fisher, ACS, 70.0 %) was only used to treat the catalysts at room temperature as
high temperatures may cause 3n explosion. The treated catalYSiS were filtered through
sintered glass under vacuum, and washed several times with deionized water. The
catalysts were dried under vacuum at 80 DC overnight, and were ground before use.
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2.2.5 Measurement of Conductivity of Modified Catalysts
A four-point probe method was employed to measurement the conductivity of
various carbon powders and catalysts (37-38). A schematic diagram of the conductivity
measurement is shown in Fig. 2.7. A pressure of82 psig was applied to test the catalysts
during the measurement.
Measure Voltage (V)
Apply Constant Current (Galvanostat)
Fig. 2.7 Schematic of the conductivity measurement with a four-probe method.
The electronic conductivity (a) of the cat3.lyst can be computed by Eqn (2.2.4):
cr= U(4.27 Vd) (2.2.4)
Where I: the applied current (A); V: the mcasured voltage (V); d: sample thickness (em);
0: conductivity of the catalysts (S/cm).
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Characterization of Methodologies for Catalyst Evaluation
2.3.1.1 Characterization of cyclic voltammetric technique
A set of cyclic voltammogram.s for a 4 mg PtJcml (Pt black) electrode with 10 'itI
teflonized carbon paper as substrate at different scan rates Erom 10 mV up to 100 mV/s
are shown in Fig. 2.8. Sever.l.l cnar.l.cteristic regions, including the hydrogen region,
double layer region. oxygen adsorption region, and o~ygen evolution region, were well
defined. In the hydrogen region, the typical peaks associated with hydrogen adsorption
and desorption could be clearly observed. Two adsorbecl hydrogen oxidation peaks
reversibly matched the twO reduction peaks. Since the doubl e layer charging current and
minimum potential are dependent on Ihe scan rate and potenllial scan range. the electrode
needs enough time to reach steady stare. Otherwise. the current density in the double
layer region may include some faradaic current leading to UClderestimation of real active
surface area. CVs for different scan rates and potential ranges 3re displayed in Fig. 2.8
and Fig. 2.9.
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----10 mVis
--20mV/s
-4
Potential (V vs. SCE)
Fig. 2.8 CVs at different scan rates for 4 mg Ptlcm2(Pt black) over the
potential scan range of - 0.30 V to 1.4 V vs SeE.
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-·_·-100 mV/s
-4
Potential (V vs. SeE)
Fig. 2.9 CVs at different scan rates for 4 mg PVcm2 (Pt black) over the
potential range of· 0.3 V to 0.5 V vs SCE.
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It can be seen from Figs. 2.8 & 2.9 that the curttnt density in the double layer
region (0.2 V - 0.5 V/SCE) depends on scan rate and potential scan rnnge. The
dependence of the hydrogen adsorption charge on scan rate and potential range is
illustrated in Fig. 2.10, which indicates that the true double-layer charging current can be
measured at low scan rate, such as 10 mV/s. This point is strongly supported by the
similarity of the integration curves for narrow and wide potential ranges for 10 mV/s. The
electrode with 4 mg Ptlcm1 Pt black had a minimum potential of 0.155 V/SCE at a scan
rate of 10 mV/s corresponding to a true active surface area of 670 cm2•
Fig. 2.11 shows CVs for lO % and 20 % carbon-supported catal~'Sts al
0.40 mg Ptlcm~ loading. Most of the fealUres in the CVs are also well defined. However.
poor resolution was observed for the hydrogen :adsorption-desorption peaks. At the same
catalyst lo:ading, the electrode with 20 % PtiC has a larger surface area than that with 10
% PtiC. From the area under the hydrogen adsorption peak, the electrodes have
appro;<;im:lte active areas of 260 cm~{per geometric cm~ and 60 cml/per geometric cm~,
respectively. As there is a Iluger double-layer charging current due to the carbon support
(39), the hydrogen adsorption peaks are masked by carbon fealUres leading to difficulty
in detennining the minimum potential for hydrogen adsorption. This problem remains to
be discussed in detail in Chapter 3. In spite of this problem, the cyclic voltammetric
technique proved to be useful for estimating the active surface area of gas diffusion
electrodes. From the measurement of electrochemically active surface areas for Pt black
and carbon-supported catalysts, it was proved that our experimental setup with the CV
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Potential (mV vs. SeE)
200 300
Fig. 2.10 The relationship between charge and potential for wide and
narrow potential ranges. Charge was integrated from 220 m V
to· 250 m V (SeE) with correction for the double·layer charge.
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_._.- 10 % Pt
--20%Pt
-2
Potential (mV vs. SeE)
Flg.2.11 Cyclic voltammograms for 10 % and 20 % Pt IC catalysts at 0.40 mg
Pt/cm2. Scan rate: 10 mV/s.
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ttthnique is valid for evaluating the active surface area of catalyst. which is one of
important parameters for the catalyst.
2.3.1.2 AC impedance
AC impedance spectra for three different catalysts at the initial open circuit
potential and over the frequency range between 1 Hz and 65 kHz are collected in Fig.
2.12.
The AC impedance spectrum of Pt black is different from those for 10 % and 20
% PtlC catalysts that show quite similar behavior. The different behaviors between Pt
black and the carbon-supponed catalysts suggests th,lt the Pt black catalyst may have a
different reaction mechanism for reactive species in the elltalyzed gas diffusion electrode
in comparison 10 the camon.supponed catalysts (Fig. 2.12). However. both Iypes of
calalyst showed diffusion control at low frequencies as represented by a straight line
close 10 45°. The detailed analysis of the kinetic mtthanism of the catalysts involves
many factors. and it is not OUf intention to do this kind of analysis here. Our focus is on
the measuremenl of (he cell resislance so as to compensate (he IR drop in polarization
measurements. Therefore. the high frequency impedance Clln be used as representative of
the lotal cell resistance. which were measured as 0.28 n. 0.38 n, and 0.40 n for Pt black
(4 mg Ptlcm1). 10 % PtlC (0.4 mg Ptlcm1), and 20 % PtlC (0.4 mg Ptlcm1). respectively
from the data in Fig. 2.12.
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N 2.5
1.5
0.5
Z'
Fig. 2. 12 AC impedance spectra for different catalysts at initial open circuit
potential. Frequency: 1 Hz - 65 kHz; Pt loading: 4 mg/cm 2 for Pt
black, and 0.4 mglcm2for both 10 % and 20 % PtlC catalysts.
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2.3.1.3 Characterization of polarization techniques
(1) Potentiostatic transient and steady state polarization
A program was written to collect the current at certain potentials with a short
polarization time (10 seconds) or at steady state by measuring the current at long times
(30 minutes). The potentiostatic transient polarization possesses a speed advantage if it
can reasonably represent the steady state value. Fig. 2.13 shows a perfonuance
comparison between transient polarization and steady state polarization experiments for
three different catalysts inclUding Pt black. 20 % PtiC (original), and 20 % PtlC treated
by HN03 at4 mg Pt/cm1, 0.2 mg Ptlcm2, and 0.1 mg Ptlcm2, respectively.
To avoid complications at high current densities, ohmic drop effects on the
polarization data were carefully compensated using the AC impedance results. It is seen
from this figure that the Pt black and 10 % PtiC electrodes showed good performance. No
oxygen diffusion limitation occured even at current densities of I Alcm1. The
overpotentials (after IR compensation) of these three electrodes at 1 Alcm1 were about
0.3 V. 004. and 0.5 V, respectively. The steady state polarizations were quite close to the
transient values except in the low current density region where the steady state value is
slightly higher than that from transient polarization. This kinetic gain may be caused by a
temperature rise resulting From a long polarization in the O2 environment. Except For this
small difference, all three catalysts behaved similarly in transient and steady state
experiments. Therefore, transient polarization ex.periments can be used to evaluate the
catalyst performance for ox.ygen reduction reaction without sacrificing accuracy.
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Fig. 2.13 ORR performance comparison between transient and steady state
polarizations for PI black and 20 % PUC. PI black: 4 mg Ptlcm2;
original 20 % Pt/C and 20 % PUC treated by HN03 : 0.20 mg Ptlcm 2.
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(2) Tafel plots
Fig. 2.14 shows a set of the Tafel plots for the ORR using the transient
polarization data for three different catalysts (Pt "lack. 20 ~ PtlC, and 10 % PtlC). The
slope of a Tafel plot can be used to systematically identify the oxygen adsorption
mechanism on the Pt surface (40). The Pt black catalyst showed a Tafel slope (b) of 72
mY/decade (close to 60 mY/decade). However. the values of the Tafel slopes for the
carbon-supported catalysts (10 % and 20 % PI/C) were observed to be 85 mVJdecade and
140 mV/d~ade at lower and higher current densities. respectively. At the low current
densities, i.e., the high potentials, the Tafel plot would be expected to deviate from
linearity due to the presence of platinum oxide on the platinum surface (41, 42). The
Tafel slope for this oxide region was 72 mV/decnde. The deviation for Ihe carbon-
supported catalysts could be larger due to the intcr.lction between Pt and carbon support.
At the high current densities, twO Tafel regions for O2 electroreduction on Pt electrode
surf:lCe in acid eleclrOlyte have also been observed by many resenn:::h groups (41-47).
According to Sepa et al. (40), the existence of these two Tafel slopes in H1SO~
solutions can be explained in terms of the degree of cover.1ge of the platinum surf:K:e by
adsorbed oxygen, which follows a Temkin i50lhenn at high electrode potential. leading to
b = 60 mY/decade (2.3 RTIF) :1.t"25 °C. and a Langmuir isothenn at lower electrode
potentials. leading to b = 120 mY/decade (2 (2.3 RTIF). It also implies different rate·
determining steps over the different potential ranges (48). The Tafel slope of - 60 mV
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Fig. 2.14 Tafel plots for different catalysts. Pt black: 4 mg PUcm2; 10 %
and 20 % PtlC: 0.4 mg Ptlcm2•
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MY/decade is possible for a rate-detennining charge-transfer step following Eqn (2.2.4)
under Temkin conditions (49).
The exchange current density io can be obtained by extrapolating the Tafel plot to the
reversible electrode potential E,.. However, this calculation involves considerable error
because of the mixed open circuit potential. Therefore. the io values become meaningless.
The current density at a cenain potential. however, can valuably be used to represent the
catalytic activity of the catalysts, e.g., at a potential of 0.6 V (SeE), the electrode with 4
mg Ptlcm2 (Pt black) has a current density of 29 mNcm2 , and both electrodes made with
carbon-supponed catalysts give a small current (3 mNcm2). This means that the Pt
catalyst with a high loading possesses a higher catalytic activity for [hc ORR.
(3) Effect of Nafion content on ORR performance
In order to test the sensitivity of our experimental setup to chnnge in the
properties of the gas diffusion electrode, electrodes impregnated with different Nafion
loadings were evaluated. The results are shown in Fig. 2.15 which indicates that Nafion
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Fig. 2.15 The relationship of electrode performance and resistance
with Nation loading. Electrode: 4 mg Ptfcm2.
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loading in the catalyst layer had an optimum value of 0.38 mgfcm1 in this case. The
electrode performance has a volcano shape relationship with Nafion loading as shown in
reference (50).
From a structural point of view, Nafion loading mostly influences the ionic
resistance of the catalytic layer. At 0.38 mgfcm1 Nafion, a maximum in electrochemical
activity was found, and correspondingly, the ionic resistance of the electrodes reached its
lowest value. This phenomenon has been explained according to a physical model in
which a low amount of Nafion is located within the pores of the electrodes, and resistance
decreases when the pores fill with Nafion. Above 0.38 mgfcm1, due to the hydrophobic-
hydrophilic properties of the Nafion structure, a further supply of Nation does not fill the
pores but forms a film on the external surface of the electrodes. The film can be
represented as a series resistance with ionic conductor contained within the catalyst layer
to give an additional contribution to the overall resistance. Moreover, excess Nafion
added into catalyst layers lowers the performance of PEMFCs because the diffusion of
reactant gases to Pt catalyst sites is disturbed. The excess addition leads to reduction of
reaction currents due to lowering of the diffusion rate of reactant gases in Nafion film
covering PI catalyst particles. Although the performance is reduced by excess addition of
Nafion, an increase in electrochemically active surface area was observed with increasing
Nafion loading since the ionic conductivity of the catalyst layer increases. This increase
is due to non-operating measurement of the active surface area, and not much related to
the resistance and gas diffusion limitation.
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2.3.2 Electrochemical Evaluation of Modified Catalysts
2.3.2.1 Modification of catalysts by nitric acid
Fig. 2.16 shows the results for 20 % Pt on Vulcan XC-71R (Electrosynthsis)
modified by refluxing in concentrated HNO] for 30 minutes at 0.2 and 0.4 mg Ptlcml
loadings. It was found that the ORR perfonnance for both non-treated and treated
catalysts increase slightly with Pt loading on the electrode. The treated catalyst had a
significantly higher perfonnance than that for non-treated catalyst at the same PI loading,
e.g., 0.2 V higher at a current density of 800 mAlcml. As well as lower resiscive (linear)
losses in the high current density region, the treated cat:llyst also demonstrated a large
perfonn:lnce gain in Ihe kinetic region (low current region) including a higher open
circuit polentiaL The Tafel slope for the modified catalYSI changed 10 0.090 V/decade,
and there is only one Tafel slope over the current range. This indicates that Ihe trealment
of the catalyst may change the adsorption mechanism of oxygen on the Pt surface. The
lower Tafel slope indicates improVed electron lransfer on the catalyst surface leading 10
facile kinelics.
The reaction time has been investigated to determine the optimum conditions for
~O] treatment. The results are shown in Fig. 2.17, which illustrates that the catalysts
modified for different reaction times all obtained a performance gain although the
modified catalyst with 5 hours treatment had the lowest value. This is probably due to
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Fig. 2.17 Oxygen reduction performance for catalysts modified by HN03 for
different treatment times (0.2 mg Ptlcm2 ).
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sll'Uctural damage to the carbon support by overollidation with fm03. This leads tl:» the
conclusion that a reaction time in HNO] less than S hours should be applied in order to
achieve optimum performance.
Power density is defined as lhe product of current density and cell voltage, i.e.,
power =IV. If it is assumed that the perfonnance achieved for the modified catalysts can
be achieved in a H1I'Oz PEMFC. projccted power densities can easily be obtained by
using this relationship. The relationship between power density and cell voltage is shlOlvn
in Fig. 2.18. This relationship behaves like a parabolic curve, which indicates th..:u a
max.imum power e;o;:ists in PEMFCs. The maximum power is not achieved at rna:<irr:'IUrn
voltage. It occured at about 0.4 V. It is clear that the modified catalyst can provide ne-arly
twice the power of the original catalyst.
2.3.2.2 Modification of catalysts by diITerent acids
Different acids such H2S0~, H3PO~, and HeIO. h'lvC been used to tre'lt the
carbon-supported catalyst. HN03 has also been used to treat the cat3IYSI al room
temperalure 10 obtain a higher yield. Fig.2.19 shows the results for these treated calal::ysts
at 0.2 mgPlIcmZloadings. It can be seen lhal the Call1.lysLS treated by HClO~ and HNC>-) at
room temperature achieved improved perfonnances comparable 10 those obtained \.... ith
hot HNO] treatment. Treatment at room temperature by HClO~ Md HNO:; provide,d a
higher yield; 9S % in comparison to 85 % for refluxing 3 hours in HN"Ol because hot aoCid
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Fig. 2.18 Projected power density curves for hydrogen/oxygen fuel cells.
Pt loading: 0.2 mg/cm2 (20 % PtlC).
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Fig. 2.19 Oxygen reduction performances for catalysts modified by
different acids at 0.2 mg PUcm 2 loading for all electrodes.
Original catalyst is 20 % Pt on Vulcan XC·72R.
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oxidized carbon more quicldy. The calalyst yield was determined by weight difference
before and after treatment. Treatment of the catalyst with HlPO~ only slightly increased
the ORR performance. which may be due to PO,,). adsorption on the Pt surface resulting
in blocking of sites active for 0 1 reaction (31. 51). On the other hand. at temperatures
beyond the boiling point of water. orthophosphoric acid becomes successively
dehydrated forming pyrophosph3te polymer chains and resulting in a higher ionic
conductivity (31). This may be the major reason why the treatment with HlPO~ still
slightly improved the performance. even with the detrimental effect of pol- adsorption.
Conversely, HzSO~ treatment d~creased th~ catalyst's performanc~, ~specially in the
kinetic region (low current region). In order to funher investigate this phenomenon. the
same MEA was polari:ted in 0 1 for a long time (about 1 hour) with a large amount of
water being produced. It was observed that after the long time polarization. the ORR
performance for this MEA recovered significantly. panicularly in the kinetic region (Fill:.
2.20). It seems that the catalyst had been poisoned by the treatment with H1SO~. In acid
electrolyte. the most widely accepted reason for lower electrode kinetics is the dominance
of anion adsorption effects (e.g.. sulfate orphosph,ue) (52453). The long time polarization
removed the poison on the PI surface leading to an improved perfolTl'lance. fn regard to
all treatments. it can be concluded that most of the oxidizing acids. except those with
anions that can poison the cal3lyst. can be used to modify the carbon suppon to increase
the ORR performance of the catalyst.
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Fig. 2.20 The effect of polarization time on oxygen reduction performance
for the H2S04 modified catalyst at 0.20 mg Ptlcm2. 20 % PtlC treated
by H2S04 (balling 6 hours).
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2.3.2.3 Modification of catalysts by non-acidic oxidants
The 20 % PUC catalyst was treated with non-acidic ol(idants such as NaCIO,
CN1LhS10g, and H20Z. Fig. 2.21 shows the results indicating that both HzOz and
(N'lLhS10g slightly improved the original catalyst performance, but by less than the
HNOJ treated catalyst. Treatment with NaCIO decreased the catalyst's performance.
The performance gains with HzOz and (N"I-LhSzOg were achieved mostly in the
high current region, I.e., ohmic region. Significant kinetic gains have not been realized by
non-acidic ol(idant treatment. The results for non-acidic oxidants just slightly changed the
catalyst ORR perfonnance showing that non-acidic o;ddants are not strong enough to
change the carbon surface to increase ionic conductivity of the carbon supp0r! that may
be a main reason for the improved perfonnances with treated catalysts.
2.3.3 Mechanisms of Improvement for the Modified Catalysts
2.3.3.1 Effect of PTFE content on ORR performance
The PTFE content in the catalyst greatly affects MEA perfonnance by changing
the amount of active Pt sites available to protons and O2 as well as the water distribution
(54). It appears that PTFE used for binding and wet-proofing the electrodes disturbs the
diffusion of reactant gases in the porous catalyst layers, and also the conduction of proton
in ionomer within the layer resulting in a reduction of Pt catalyst utilization. Therefore, it
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Fig. 2.21 Performances for catalysts modified by non-acidic oxidants
at 0.2 mg PVcm2 •
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is of great importance to determine the optimum PTFE content in the catalyst layer for
accomplishment of the best performance.
Fig. 2.22 shows the relationship between the ORR performance and PTFE
content. It was found that 20 % PTFE in the modified catalyst gave the highest
performance in comp:uison to 10 % and 35 %, while for the original catalyst the optimum
PTFE loading was found to be 15 %. Lower PTFE contents such as 10 % caused mass
transport problems in the catalyst layer. At low PTFE content, the proportion of the main
gas channels to the catalyzed reaction volume is small, and product water fills not only
the reaction volume but also the gas channels. This resulted in diffusion control
problems. As the PTFE content increased to ca. 20 %, the gas channels and the active
sites increased which, in tum, shift control from diffusion 10 activation, thereby
enhancing the activity. A further increase in PTFE content resulted in a lowered 3ctivity
due to a decrease in the utilization of platinum clusters and also a decrease in the
effective conductivity of the electrolyte. The laner resulled in a higher cell resistance as
indicated from the slope of the linear part of I-E curves for 35 % PTFE content in
comp:uison to thai for 20 % PTFE. The treatment of the catalyst substantially increases
the number of acidic functional groups leading to a more hydrophilic surface. The
modified carbon surface therefore adsorbs water much more easily (to be discussed in
section 2.3.3.4) and requires a higher PTFE content in the catalyst layer to achieve
optimum performance.
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Fig. 2.22 Oxygen reduction performance for HNOJ modified catalyst with
different PTFE contents in the catalyst layer at 0.2 mg Ptlcm 2.
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2.3.3.2 Effect of Nafion loading on the ORR performance
Nafion was impregnated into the modified catalyst to investigate its effect on the
catalyst's ORR performance. The results are shown in Fig. 2.23, indicating that 0.13
mgfcm! Nafion in the modified catalyst layer decreased its performance. This observation
is contrary to the fact that impregnation of Nafion into commercial carbon-supported
catalysts usually improves the ORR performance (50). This is probably because the
modified catalyst already provides enough ionic conductivity. Funher addition of Nafion
into the catalyst layer would block Oz diffusion to the Pt surface and give a lower ORR
performance. This advantage for modified catalysts will further reduce costs for PE~Cs
since Nation is one of their most expensive components.
2.3.3.3 CVs For modified catalysts
Fig. 2.24 displays CVs for modified and original catalysts. which indicate that the
HNO l treated catalyst behaved somewhat differently from the original catalyst. The
treated catalyst has larger hydrogen adsorption and desorption peaks corresponding to a
higher active catalyst surface area. Charge integration of hydrogen adsorption for the
treated and non-treated catalysts gave active surface areas of 140 cm! and 100 cml ,
respectively. Funhermore, there was a new (or enlarged) redox peak, most likely
corresponding to a quinonelhydroquinone couple (5) associated with the treated catalyst.
It can be concluded that the oxidation of the carbon suppOrt significantly increases the
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acidic functional groups such as • OH and - COOH so that proton access to the catalyst
surface is much easier, leading to a larger active surface area. This is one of the reasons
that the modified catalyst can improve ORR performance. The chemical oxidation also
causes profound modification of the morphological characteristics of the carbon suppon
(Le., increase in micrnporosity) (25) and significantly increases its wettability because of
the increased acidic functional groups. The increase in weuability is attributed to an
increased pore volume and to the progressive build.up of oxygenated groups.
2.3.3.4 IR spectra of modified catalysts
Fig. 2.24 shows IR spectra for carbon-supponed catalysts treated by HNO) <lnd
non-acidic chemicals. An almost no acidic functional groups were detected on the
original catalyst surface. The HNO} treated cat<llyst showed a very strong absorption peak
al 1618 em· l . which may be due to a mixture of carboxylic and carbonyl groups (56). A
very strong absollltion peak. is also found at around 3400 cm·1 that may be related to a-
OH stretch. This - OH peak may be due to water adsorption. [n either case, it indicates
that the modified catalyst becomes more hydrophilic. On the hand, the HID! and
(NI-4hSzOs modified catalysts showed a lower density of carboxylic acid groups on the
surface. and the NaCIO modified catalyst behaved the same as the original catalyst. This
indicates that non-acidic oxidants can only slightly increase the acidic functional groups
on the carbon surface.
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Oxidation of the carbon support in HN03 appears to produce a large increase in
the concentration of surface oxide groups. This point has been proven by CVs for treated
catalysts which showed an additional oxidation peak associated with -OH (Fig. 2.24).
Funhermore, the pH of an aqueous slurry of carbon can also provide a convenient
indicator of the surface groups. The pH of carbon slurries is thought to be a function
mainly of the concentration of carboxylic acid groups. The complete titration of carbon
slurries provides additional information on the surface properties. Accordingly, titration
of a HN"03-modified catalyst showed that it possessed an acidity twice as high as the non-
treated catalyst (57). Therefore, it can be concluded that the modified catalyst improves
ORR performance due to its increased proton accessibility to the catalyst surface, and
increased proton concentration (Eqn (2.1.3)). This also supports the idea that non-acidic
oxid:mts only can marginally increase the ORR performance due to less formation of the
acidic groups on the carbon surface.
The increased concentrations of - OH and - COOH on the carbon surface also
increase the ionic conductivity of the catalyst layer. This creates a potential advantage for
systems using Nafion as a binder and ionic conductor in the catalyst layer since less will
be required. This would decrease O~ diffusion limitations. Moreover, a more hydrophilic
carbon suppon will tend to associate with the sulfonic acid groups of the Nafion leaving
the hydrophobic perfluorinated backbone to face the o;<idant gas. This orientation will
lead to a higher oxygen concentration in the catalyst layer (O~ has a much higher
solubility in non·polar backbone) and should produce a much improved ORR
performance.
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2.3_3.5 Conductivity measurements on modified catalysts
In graphite, the carbon-carbon bond length is 1.42 A in the hexagonal rings and
3.354 A in the di['C{;tion of the c axis, which is perpendicular to the rings. The layer
planes are composed of a hexagonal array of carbon atoms held by stable covalent bonds,
but with weak Van Der Waals bonds between the layers. Therefore, some species can be
easily inserted into the layers to change the carbon's conductivity. The four-probe
method was applied to measure the electrical conductivity of the carbon-supported
catalysts (as described in the experimental section). The results are given in Table 2.2.
Table 2_2 Electronic conductivities of the modified catalysts
Samples
20 % Pton VulcanXC-72R
HCIO~ (refluxed 6 hours )
98 % H2S04 (refluxed 6 hours)
85 % H3P04 (refluxed 6 hours)
71 % HN"Ol (refluxed 3 hours)
71 %ffi'103 (6 hours at RT)
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Conductivity (cr. S/cm)
1.53
1.22
0.27
I.S3
1.3
1.3!
The conductivity dala indicale that all the modified catalysts possessed similar
electronic conductivity 10 that of the original catalyst except the catalyst treated by 8250"
which had a significantly lower conductivity. This may be due to the decomposition of
interalate.graphite bisulfate in the presence of water (58). The H;PO" treated calalyst
had slightly higher conductivity than the original one. A common technique to pn:pare
graphite acid compounds is expressed by the general equation as follows (59):
c~ + A- + yHA --'C/X. yHA +e' (2.2.5)
Where C" is the host graphite and A- is the anion of the acid (HA), e.g., NO]'.
The data also strongly indicates that the carbon support has a strong resislallCe to
acid oxidation since the c:ltalyst treated by hot fiNO] solution showed the S:lme
conductivity as the c:ltalyst treated in rmo] at room temperature_ It is presumed Ihat the
electronic conduclivity of the catalyst would decrease due 10 the oxidation of carbon.
However, it is proposed that gr.tphite intercalates are formed during Ihe oxidation, and
that their very good electronic conductivilY maintains the catalyst conductivity.
Therefore, oxidation of carbon-supponed catalysIS increases ionic conductivily without
compromising electronic conductivity. This is another major reason that modified
catalyst can improve ORR performance_ Without graphite intercalates, IR drop would
offset any improvement of the ionic conductivity increase.
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2.4 Conclusion
The half-cell technique. with a self-designed gas diffusion electrode holder. was
successfully used for the evaluation of catalyst performance. \Vith the help of CV, the
electrochemically active surface area can be measured by using the hydrogen adsorption
peaks, although carbon features can mask these and make the method imprecise. The
experimental data show that, in order to obtain the true active surface area, a slow scan
rate should be applied so as to achieve a steady state on the electrode.
Polarization results indicate that the transient polarization can fully represent the
electrode perfonnance with the fast and reliable characteristics. AC impedance is a useful
technique for measurement of the cell resistance.
Catalysts modified by both acidic and non-acidic oxidants can significantly
improve the ORR performance. The catalysts treated by acids, especially by HN03,
increase the number of carbon surface functional groups such as -OH and -COOH
allowing protons more easy access to the catalyst surface. The improved ionic
conductivity on the catalyst surface leads to a higher performance based on the triple
contact mechanism for the ORR in the catalyst layer (8, LO, 34). Meanwhile, graphite
intercalates are produced so that the catalysts maintains their electronic conductivity.
In conclusion, the modified catalysts improve ORR performance due to a higher
ionic conductivity caused by the increase of surface functional groups.
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Chapter 3
Surface Characterization of Carbon-5upported Pt Catalysts by
Reduced CO2 Oxidation
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Hydrogen Adsorption
Noble metals such as platinum and ruthenium have wide applicability in
elecmlChemistry. The search for more efficient catalysts for both fuel oxidation and
oxygen reduction in fuel cells hilS led to a demand for a better understanding of the basic
processes involved. This stimulated investigations into the role of adsorbed intcnnedi:ltes
in hydrogen oxidation, Ihe oxidation of organic fuels, and the reduction of oxygen. The
considerable work directed toward elucidating the fundamental processes taking place at
fuel cell electrodes has been reviewed by Sreiter (1).
The real surface area of a catalyst can be orders of magnitude greater than the
geometric area. Since adsorption and catalytic reactions depend on the real surface area
of catalysts, it is imponant to be able to measure this quantity. Early measurements of the
active surface area of the catalyst were referred to as "g:llvanost:l.tic" with the recorded
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transient as a charging curve (2), "cyclic voltammetry" with the recorded curves as
cyclic voltammograms (3), and "ac impedance" for the measurement of
pseudocapacilance as a function of potential (4-6). These three techniques for metlSuring
active surface areas all depend on the adsorption and desorption of H atoms on the
catalyst surface. Among them, cyclic voltammeuy (CV) proved to be quite valuable and
convenient for detennining the electrochemically active surface area of electrodes. The
CV technique has now been successfully used for the detennination of the catalyst
specific surface area supported on high-area carbons (7-18). However, it seems that large
double-layer capacitance associated with these high-nrea cnrbons has a significanl impact
on the use of this method. particularly at low Pt loadings (see section 2.3.l.l).
The detennination of surfllce llrea from hydrogen adsorption measurements
depends on whether the quantity of charge QH,•. corresponding to salUration hydrogen
cover.lge. can be obtained. In converting this quantilY to the number of platinum surface
sites. it is assumed that each surface platinum atom is associated with one chemisorbed
hydrogen atom, and that the coverage with hydrogen atoms is z.ero at the inflcction
sepal1lting the "hydrogen" and "double-layer" regions (see Fig. 2.4). The detennination
of QK..J from CV measurementS also depends on whether the contribution due to
hydrogen adsorption can be separated from contributions due to other processes
occurring simultaneously. e.g.• hydrogen evolution. [n order to establish a method for
comparing data obtained with different electrodes and by different workel"$, Gilman (19-
20) suggested that the pOlential of the current minimum that follows the second cathodic
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hydrogen peak be arbitrarily laken as an "cnd-point" for intcgrntion of the hydrogen
adsorption charge for area detennination.
Allhough the detennination of electrode surface area from hydrogen adsorption
has been widely used, especially for unsupported catalysts, this method presents a more
difficult problem for supported catalysts because of overlap of H adsorption and the
evolution of molecular hydrogen. The increase in currenl at potentials below - 0.20 V
(SCE) in Fig. 2.11 with carbon-supported catalysts is due 10 hydrogen evolution. It can
be seen that there is a potential region in which both adsorption and evolution occur
simultaneously. Consequently. cathodic current does not actually reach a minimum as the
hydrogen atom deposition and molecular hydrogen evolution currents merge together.
Thus, 3n "end point" for full hydrogen coverage determined from such a CV must be
somewh3t arbitrary.
In addition. electrochemical surface-area measurements are hard 10 make on
carbon-supported electrocatalysts. especially those containing only a small weight
fraction of Pt, due to interference from the double.layer charging current associated with
the C support (2[). The carbon features (double-layer charging and redox behavior of
surface-active groups) mask the platinum hydrogen adsorption-desorption charaCteriSlics.
Connolly et al. (22) and Urisson et al. (23) reported that the Pt surface area could be
obtained by an electrochemical method (galvanostatic stripping of adsorbed H1) if the
content of Pt in the catalyst is greater thom :lpproximately I wt % Pt supported on C.
However, Beu et a1. (21) reported that the CV tC1:hnique did not yield mC<lningful values
of active surface areas of the Pt·C electrocatalysts containing ( % PI. [n order to address
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lhis problem. CO anodic srnpping hns also been using to accurately measure
electrochemically active surface arl:as.
3.1.2 Potentiodynamic Stripping of Chemisorbed CO
tn regards to limitations of the active surface area measurement for carbon-
supported catalyst by H adsorption. especially aL low Pt loadings, potentiodynamic
stripping of chemisorbcd CO on Pt has also been used to determine Pt electrocatalyst
surface arcl'lS (24-28). Typically, CO molecules arc adsorbed on Pt by holding the
electrode potential constant at 0.05 V (vs. NHE). and the resultant current-potential curve
for the ox.idation of CO on Pt provides a sharper and better-defined peak th:ln for H
adsorption. One electron is tlOlnsfem:d during the o:tid:ltion of adsorbed H, whereas twO
electrons are tt:lnsferred when oxidizing CO to CO~ on PI. There h:lve been considerable
discussions in the literature on whether CO is bridged-bonded or linear on Pt, for which
210 J.lClcml and 420 J.lClcml are passed, respectively (29). Due to steric effects. not
every surface atom can accommodate one CO molecule. Bett et 011. (21) showed that
electrochemical determinations of CO-H atom ratios were 0.87-0.89 for unsupported Pt
blacks and 0.89-0.90 for Pt supported on graphitized Spheron 6 (a ch:lnnel black).
CO oxidation by potentiometric stripping (or linear sweep voltammetry) provides
a good method 10 determine the surface area of catalysts with less interference from the
double layer charge and better resolution, since the CO oxidation peak replaces a nat
shoulder due to H adsorption. However, as CO can adsorb directly onto bue Pt sites (3.1)
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or Pt-H sites (3.2), the active surface area determined by CO can be much larger than that
from H adsorption measurement. This overestimation may be due to CO reaching the
embedded Pt surrounded by hydrophobic graphite in micropores that may not be
accessible by protons.
CO +Pt-----...Pt=CO (3.1)
2CO + 2Pt-H --.. 2 Pt=CO + H2 (3.2)
However, the Pt sites that are not accessible to protons should not be electrochemically
active in the fuel cell reactions. This implies that the active surface area determined by
CO stripping may not represent the real surface area available for the ORR in PEIvIFCs.
3.1.3 Reduced CO2 Oxidation
Considering the limitations of CO for measuring active surface areas, CO2 may be
an alternative candidate to replace CO without loss of high resolution of the CO method.
CO2 is adsorbed much less strongly than CO on the Pt surface, and it can only adsorb on
the hydride Pc surface as in the equation (3.3) (30), which means that it would nO( adsorb
on the Pt sites that are not accessible to protons.
Cal + 2 Pt-H ..... Pt=CO + H20 + Pt (3.3)
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This relationship is advantageous as it is more directly related to H adsorption and
corresponds to the accessible surface area. Many studies have been conducted on smOOth
platinum electrodes in acid environments to evaluate the complex kinetic behavior of
"reduced" Cal, and the effects of experimental conditions on surface coverage and the
nature of the reduced products (31-43). The products of COl reduction are usually
mixtures of HlCO~, CO, HCOOH, CH10H. HCHO and CH.. depending on the calalysts
and adsorption potential. However, it is believed that the reduction results in the
formation of no more than a monolayer of adsorbed species. Therefore, oxidation of
reduced CO! should be an effective alternative method to determine the active calalyst
surface area. Although many studies have been conducted on Pt electrodes to examine the
COl reduction, COl has nOt been used by othen> for active surface area measuremenl.
3.1.4 Scope of This "York
The charge required for oxidation of reduced CO! has been employed to
determine the active surface area of unsupponed and carbon-supponed catalysts in gas
diffusion electrodes using the CV technique. Due to the complexity of the products,
relative oxidation charges for reduced COl were used to compare active surface area for
different catalysts and different PI loadings. The factors affecting CO! adsorption on the
Pt surface. such as adsorption potential and adsorption time, were evaluated to obtain
saturation coverage of reduced CO! on the Pt surface. The scan rate dependence of the
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stripping scan was also characterized so as to obtain true oxidation charges. Furthermore.
as the produces of reduced COl are quite similar to those of partial oxidation of MeOH
and CO adsorbed species on Pt surfaces, information on catalyst poisoning tolerance has
been obtained from the potential shift of the oltidation peak and the onset potential for
reduced CO2 oxidation.
3.2 Experimental
The eltperimental setup and MEA preparation were the snme as those described in the
experimental section of Chapter 2. The potentilll progrllm 3pplied to the working
electrode comprised of 3n initinl potential step to (,4 V vs. SCE for 5 minutes nnd
holding of the potential at - 0.4 V (SCE) for 2 minutes for cleaning. This was followed
by a potential step to the adsorption potential in a COl environment for an :!dsorption
time l.>d. Before the stripping scan. N! gas was used to nush COl from the gc.s chnmbcr.
Cyclic voltammograms were recorded following application of different adsorption
potentinls <E.>d), adsorption time (I",,). and by employing different scan rates. Supported
(10 % and 20 % Pt on Vulcan XC-72R from Electrosynthesis Co. inc.• 20 % PtlRu (afo)
on Vulcan XC-72 from E-TEK. Inc.. and 20 % Pt on Vulcan XC-72R modified by
HNO,) and unsupported catalysts (platinum black and a mi... ture of Ihe Pt black and
another metal from Ballard Power Systems. Inc.) were evalu·atcd in this study. All
measurements were carried out at room temperature (2] DC ± I DC).
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Unsupported Cataiyst
3.3.1.1 Relationship between coverage and scan rate
It is generally assumed that CO! is electrochemically inert, so that only under very
extreme conditions of potential may it be reduced. A CV for a 4 mg Ptlcm2 Pt black
electrode following CO2 adsorption at a potential of - 0.2 V (SeE) for 30 minutes is
displayed in Fig. 3.1. A pronounced peak due to oxidation of the reduced CO! occured at
0.55 V (SCE). This peak is due to a chemisorbed species that is fonned when
chemisorbed hydrogen (electrochemically fonned) reacts with CO!. The oxidation of the
product is very irreversible. Compared with CO stripping from a Pt surface, reduced CO!
beha,'es quite similarly. Therefore, ox.idation of reduced CO! retains the high-resolution
characteristic of the CO method.
In order to achieve the best resolution and saturation coverage, scan speed needs to be
evah.tated to investigate the relationship between the peak area and scan rate. Fig. 3.2
shows partial CVs with different scan rates begun :It :In adsorption potential of - 0.2 V
(SCE) for 30 minutes. It is found th:lt the pe:lk shape became sharper with decreasing
scan rate, which indicates that slower scan rates provided a higher resolution, e.g., at 10
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Reduced C0:2 oxidation
-1
~1.5
Polential (mV vs. SCE)
Fig. 3.1 Cyclic Yoltammograms for reduced CO2oxidation on 4 mg PVcm2
at tad =: 30 min and Ead = - 0.2 V (SeE). Scan rate: 100 mVls.
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mY's. It is also observed thal the background in Nl should be used 3S a baseline to
calculate the oxidation charge for reduced COl. since using second scan as the
background would cause underestimation of the oxidation charge as some reduced COl
still remains on the electtode surface.
Integration of peak areas of CVs for reduced COl gives the oxidation charges for
reduced eoz at different scan rates. The results are in Fig. 3.3. For the purpose of
comparison, the H adsorption charge was also calculated to determine saturation
coverage by COlon the Pt surface. When performing calculations of COl coverage. a one
electron mechanism (31, 44-45) and the adsorption of one COl molecule per H
adsorption site has been assumed, although a two-electron mechanism has been suggested
by another researcher (46). Hence. we assume that the adsorbed radical eOOH is the
main product of COl and~ reaction on the surface of the platinum. The mechanism of
its o:ddation t:.'ln be written as follows:
Pt - eaOH -.. Pt + H+ + COl + e· (3.4)
It can be seen from Fig. 3.3 that the oxidation charge for reduced COl increased with
decreasing scan nne, but it approached a nearly constant value when the scan rate was
below 40 mY's. The hydrogen charge is almosl independent of scan rate. Saturation
coverage, QC02,1QH by reduced COl. is about 0.5 at a SCOln rate of 10 mY's. The slightly
low coverage by reduced COl is due to the competiti\'e adsorption between Hand
reduced COl. This is supponed by the fact that the H oxidation still ccurs even with
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Fig. 3.2 Partial CVs for reduced CO2 oxidation at different scan rates at
E. d = - 0.2 V (SeE) for 30 min.
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Fig. 3.3 The relationship between COz,. oxidation charge and scan rate for
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reduced C02 adsorption (Fig. 3.1). The larger size of the CO2 molecules also contributcs
to the low coverage on the Pt sitcs.
3.3.1.2 Adsorption time for CO! reduction
The adsorption time (~) at - 0.2 V (SeE) was changed to obtain different COlt
(reduced CO!J surface coverages. These are estimated through the area of the positive
potential sweeps between 0.25 and 0.75 V (SCE). CVs for different ads0llllion times are
shown in fig. 3.4, which indicatcs that the coverage by reduced CO! increases with
increasing adsorption time. fn ortler to obtain saturation cover.lge, a long adsorption time
such as 80 minutes should be used to reduce COl onto the Pt surface as the oxidation
charge at 80 minutes approaches a constant value in comparison to that at 120 minute.
This phenomenon also illustrates that the adsorption of CO! on the PI surface is a very
slow kinetically controlled process. Therefore, if enough adsorption time can be
mainlained to achieve the satur.llion coverage by reduced CO!. tile oxidation charge is a
valuable representation of the real active surface area.
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Fig. 3.4 Partial CVs for different adsorption times with 4 mg Ptlcmz at E.d :::·0.2 V
(SeE) and a scan rate of 40 mVls.
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3.3.1.3 Adsorption potential for CO! redudion
Fig. 3.5 shows CVs for a 4 mg Ptlcm2 (pt black) e!ectrode following CO2 reduction at
different potentials for 30 minutes. It was found thai the peak potentials were
approximately constant at 0.5 V (SCE) when ~ was: between 0.1 and - 0.1 V vs. SCE
although the peak: height increased with decreasing aodsorption potential. There is much
less CO! n:duction occurring on the Pt surface when at 0.1 V. When the adsorption
potential was shifted to more negative potential such a:s - 02 V. the peak area maintained
the same value as that at - 0.1 V, but the peak potentia I shifted negatively to 0048 V. This
can be explained by different bonding states for hydrogen at different E,d values. The
hydrogen will be strongly (-s) or weakly (_w) bonded 110 the Pt surface at potentials from
- 0.1 to 0.1 V and from - 0.1 V 10 - 0.2 V (SCE), res:pectively (43). Therefore, a•.M and
9....H • the degree of surface coverage by either soH or \\'-H adatoms, respectively, depends
on ~, the adsorption potential. CO! can react with s -H or w-H atoms to fonn strongly
and weakly bound reduced CO! adsorbates, respectivel y. This explains why reduced CO!
coverages on the Pt surface are related to the adsorpti>O[l potential. Fig. 3.6 displays the
relationship between the oxidation charge for reduced CO! and the adsorption potentials.
Saturation adsorption can be achieved at potentials bel~w - 0.1 V (vs. SCE).
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Fig. 3.5 Partial CVs for reduced CO~ oxidations for different adsorption
potentials at 4 mg Ptlcm2, tad = 30 min, and a scan rate of 40 mVls.
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3.3.2 Carbon·Supported Catalysts
Fig. 3.7 shows panial CVs for reduced COlon 10 lj(, and 20'% PI on Vulcan XC-72R.
both at 0.4 mg Ptlcm1 1oadings. [t was found that the reduced CO2 oxidation peaks were
much more well-defined than the H adsorplion peaks, as for Ihe PI black calalyst. The
peak area for the 20 % PI carbon-supponed catalYSI is much larger than that for the 10 'i&
PtiC catalyst as expected. Integration of peak areas gave the reduced CO2 oxid:nion
charges of 39.l mC and 69.9 mC for the 10 % and 20 % Pt catalysts, respectively. The
higher resolution of the peak creatcs a more accuratc detennination of oxidation charge
relative to the H adsorption charge. Applying this method to detennine the active surface
area for a 20 % PtlC catalysts modificd by HNO) (see section 2.3.3.3) showed that [he
modified catalyst has a similar behavior 10 thc non-treatcd catalyst. Howcvcr, the reduced
CO2 oxidation charges were significanlly larger than non-tr<eated cl1talysl (64.1 mC and
89.3 mC for Ihe modified calalyst al 0.2 and 0.4 mg Pl/cm2, respeclively, in comparison
to 50.9 mC and 72.3 mC for the non-treated catalyst). The reduced CO2 oxidation charge
gave the same lrend as lhe measurement by H adsorption. Funhennore. it also suppons
our conclusion Ihat the perfonnanc;e gain with thc modified catalyst is panially due 10 an
inc;rease in Ihe active surface area as described in the chapter 2.
Different catalysts such as 10 % and 20 % Pt on Vulcan XC·72R. 20 % PtlRu, Pt
black, and a mixture of Pt black and another mctal at different loadings were also
evaluated. Thc results are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Fig. 3.7 Partial CVs of reduced CO2 oxidation at 10 % and 20 % PtlC for 0.40
mg Ptlcm2with E.d = - 0.2 V (SeE) and tad = 80 min. Scan rate: 40 mV/s.
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Table 3.1 Oxidation charge for reduced CO~ for different catalysts at different
loadings
Catal)"St p, Pt+X 20 % Pt(I) 20 % Pt(2) 10 % Pt(l) 20%
PtIRu
Loading 4 4+ 1.33 0.2 OA 0.2 OA 0.2 OA 0.17+
(mg/cm l ) O.OSS
Charge 74.5 196.5 56.2 69.9 63.S 80.1 22.7 39.1 57.3
(mC)
SP(mV) 320_0 250 422.0 418.0 432.0 412.6 437.1 444.8 346.5
PP(mV) 522.0 552.0 593.0 594.0 599.0 602.0 641.4 649.0 514.7
SP. stamng potential for reduced COl OXIdatIon, PP. peak potentIal for reduced COl
oxidation; !: commercial ctnalysts; 2: catalyst lrealed in HN03: X: a melal.
It can be seen from Table 3.1 that, for the same type of catalyst group such as Pt
black and a mixture of Pt black and another metal, a higher Pt loading usually leads to a
higher oxidation charge. 10 % Pt on Vulcan XC·72 showed lower charge values relative
to 20 % at twO different Pt loadings. The treated catalyst gave higher oxidation charges in
comparison to non·trealed catalyst at different Pt loadings. [t is a common point that. for
all different types of catalysts. the reduced COl oxidation charge increases with
increasing Pt loading. 20 % PtlRu gives a slightly higher value than 20 % Pt catalyst due
to a slightly higher Pt + Ru loading. These observations lead to the conclusion that
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reduced CO2 oxidation is a reliable method for (he evaluation of active surface areas for
different unsupponed and carbon-supponed catalysIS.
As for peak poIentials, it was observed thar. the catalysIS with a higher percentage of
PI showed low peak potentials (20 % Pc at 0.6 V vs. SCE) compared 10 a higher value for
lower Pt percentages of Pc (10 % Pc at 0.650 V \'$. SCE). Meanwhile, the staning
oxidation potential (defined as the potential that oxidalion current begins to rise) for
reduced C02 showed the same trend as the peak potential. Modification of carbon
supported catalyst with l-&IO) did not significantly affect the peak potential and starting
oxidation potential positions. The 20 % PtlRu catalyst demonstrated significantly lower
peak and starting oxidation potentials in comparison to the 20 % Pt catalyst, e.g., 0.515 V
and 0.35 V instead of 0.60 V and 0.42 V, respectively for the different loadings. A
mixture of Pt black and a second metal also gives a much lower starting oxidlltion
pexenlial or 0.25 V in comparison wilh 0.32 V for pure Pt black.
Therefore. the slaning oxidation potential for reduced CO! can be lln imponant
parnmeter to indicate the catalyst'S tolerance 10 MeOH and CO poisoning. It is well·
known that catalysIS with lo....oer oltidation potentials for MeOH and CO possess higher
tolerance to Ihem as MeOH and CO are much more easily oxidized on their surfaces.
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3.4 Conclusions
The reduced CO2 oxidation charge can be used to compare the active surface areas of
different catalyst although the relative charge should be used due to the complexity of
the products of CO2 reduction. This method retains the resolution advantage of the CO
stripping method, and avoids the overestimation of active surf3Ce area. The saturation
coverage is close to 05 n:lati ve to hydrogen adsorption. FunhenTIore. peak and oxidation
staning potentials for reduced CO! are two representative parameters to explain catalyst
tolerance to MeOH and CO, especially the oxidation starting potentials.
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Chapter 4
Methanol Crossover Inltibition in Liquid-Feed
Direct Methanol PEM Fuel Cells (DMFCs)
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Current DMFC Status
PEMFC technology has advanced in the: l:lSt few yean to the point of being
considered a viable option for prim:lry power sources in electric vchicles. Current
systems are based on either hydrogen eamed on board the vchicle, or the steam
reforming of methanol [0 generate hydrogen (and COl) as the fuel. Howc\"cr. the
complexity and additional weight and volume associated with the refonner on board the
vehicle to make hydrogen-rich fuel presents significant challenges in the implementation
of this option. The DMFC C:ln be fed directly from a fuel tank thin is filled from a service
stalion pump. The operation of this design involves mixing the methanol with water and
circulaling it directly through the llnod~ chllmber of the fuel cell. This advantage has
atlracted many automobile makers to take efforts to develop the DMFC.
Currently, there are two obstacles inhibiting Ihe Jpplication of PEM D1VIFCs, namely,
the low activilY of methanol electro-oxidation catalysts and the phenomenon of methanol
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crossover through the polymer electrolyte membrane from the anode 10 the cathode side.
Both the diffusion (I) and the electro-osmotic drag (2) of the methanol contribute to the
lauer.
Efforts have been expended in developing new anode catalysts and, to some extent,
methanol impermeable membranes for OMFCs. In order to reduce and even to prevent
the detrimental effect of methanol crossover, four pOSSibilities can be considered: the use
of anode catalysts insensitive to methanol, the development of membranes not permeable
to methanol, the modificmion of current membranes, and optimization of operating
conditions.
4.1.2 [nhibition Strategies for Methanol Crossover
Among the above four possibilities, the approach for solving methanol crossover
mainly relies on the electrolyte membrane properties. The eleCtrOl~1e currently being
used in OMFes is a Nafion bnsed membrane with void cages of -40 A(3,4) and channels
of 10 .A.. (5) between the cages. In a mixture of WOller and alcohol, swelling of the
membrane with solvent increases the size of the void cages. Therefore, the reason for
meth:mol crossover through the membrane is due to the hydrophilic channels caused by
ionic aggregates (5). Accordingly, it should be possible' to reduce the pore/channel size
within the membrane without significantly compromising its proton conductivity.
In an attempt to inhibit methanol crossover. it was reported that lhe thicker Nafion
with a high equivalent weight. e.g., 1500 EW e.'l:hibits lower methanol crossover due to
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its lower porosity (6). Moreover. new types of membrane have been synthesized to
minimize methanol crossover. A polybenzimiduole (pBl) membrane doped with
phosphoric acid has been used for the development of a polymer electrOlyte OMFC
opernting at temperatures close to 200 °c (7-9). Methanol crossover is minimized. by the
low mobility of methanol in the nonswollen PBl membrane. and 3. negligible electro-
osmotic drag number (10). Perfluorinated sulfonamides polymer electrolyte membranes
were reported (11.12) as a means of reducing the impact of methanol crossover. Buchi et
al (13) considered a cross-linked poly (tetranuoroethylene-hellafluoro-propylene)
copolymer (FEP). The membranes were: tested for their ability to decrease methanol
crossover. Cross-linked membranes with a strong resistance to swelling are potentially
useful (14).
New membrnne concepts and the modification of existing membranes often cause the
protonic resistance to increase as methanol crossover is reduced. (n the case of the
DMFC. since the typical current density is signific3.nlly lower than in the Hyair PEMFC.
thc focus of tnmspon studies is on methanol crossovcr and dcveloping strategies to
minimiZe its effects. St""tcgically. one might be willing to acccpt some loss in cell
performance because of .. higher membrane resistttnce to lower the penalties associated
wilh methanol crossover.
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4.1.3 Conducting Polymer Doped Ion Exchange Membranes
In order to reduce methanol crossover, me size of the channels in me Nafion
membrane needs [0 be decreased. while maintaining similar ionic conductivity to that of
[he original membrane. Conducting polymers such as polypyrrole (PPy) and
polymethylpyrrole (PMPy) could play this kind of role since they can be easily doped
into the Nafion membrane (15,16). They are also mechanically and chemically stable and
can stand up to 350°C (11). Their best electronic conductivities are in the range of 101 _
10) Stcm although the different oxidant agents that can be used for their synthesis. e.g.,
FeJ·, Fe1., (Nrli)!S20S, K1S10S. Cul-. (18·20) can have a subSlilntial influence on their
electronic conductivity. Additionally, conducting polymer doped Nafion has another
potential advantage in that it can enhance the anodic performance of PURu particles
inserted into the modified membrane by hot bonding. According to reported results (21-
28), conducting polymers containing nanodispersed Pt particles can catal)'ze the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and methanol oxidation reaction. This fact indicates
the conducting polymers on the surface of the Nafion membrane can extend the
electrochemical reaction zone.
4.1.4 Scope or This Work
Based on the advantages of conducting polymers. Nafion membranes modified by
PPy and PMPy with different polymerization methods were tested for the optimization of
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polymerization conditions in the terms of the proron conductivity of the modified
membrane. As well, methanol crossover and oxygen reduction performance were also
tested in the half-cell. Preliminary results are reported in this chapter.
4. 2. Experimental
4.2.1 Electrochemical Measurements of Methanol Permeability
Through DMFC-like Cells
!n this test. the cell shown in Fig. 2.3(b) of Chapter 2 was used to evaluate
methanol pennearion through the membrane. Electrochemical experiments were
perfol1llcd by using a HokulO Denko HA-30 I porentiostat and HB-I04 function generator
with a BBC MOL 780 X-Y re{;order. Chronoamperomctric data were collected and
analyzed by using a Tron microcomPUler with a Data Tnmslation DT2S01 ADC/DAC
card. Electrodes from Ballard Power Systems (high loading advanced anode) consisted of
twO distinct layers. a (gas diffusion) backing layer and a thin film composite laycr of
interspersed catalyst and PTFE.
The cell conditions used for methanol permeation experiments were the same as those
used for a liquid-feed DtvIFC, other than the replacement of oxygen by nitrogen. The
nitrogen was not humidified as the membrane was contacted by an aqueous sulfuric acid
electrol}1e containing I M methanol. The permeation of methanol was measured
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electrochemically by monitoring methanol electrooltidation at the "nitrogen electrode."
The methanol flult through the membrane is detennined from the measured mass
transport limited current, i.e., the plateau of a steady-state vOltammogram. Assuming that
the Nafion membrane is pinhole free, the observed i1im from methanol penneation through
the membrane can be eltpressed, in general, as follows (29)
(4.1)
Where, Dmis the diffusion coefficient of methanol in the membrane; Cmis the methanol
concentration in the membrane; d is the thickness of the membrane. 1/ilim denotes as the
resistance of methanol transport through the membrane.
The methanol flult obtained from the above penneation e:tperiments can be
further dissected into corresponding partition and diffusion coefficients, based on values
of CmDml12 obtained, according to the Cottrell relationship, from potential step
e;(periments:
(4.2)
We solve for Dm and Cm using DmCm values obtained from the limiting currents and
CmDmIn values obtained from the Cottrell analysis.
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4.2.2 Modification of Nafion Membrane by Conducting Polymers
Commercial Nafion$117 membranes we~ loaded with the conducting polymer in
the following ways. The membranes we~ soaked in diffe~nt oxidant solutions including
0.173 N ferric chloride (J. T. Baker. ACS) or 0.2 M ammonium pc:rsulfate «(Nl4hSl.oS.
Fisher. ACS) for a given time. Then. those membnmcs were exposed to 0.745 M aqueous
pyrrole solution (Aldrich, 99%. CAS) or 0.745 M N.methylpyrrole (dissolved in ethanol
first. then diluted to 0.745 M by distilled water) for a certain time to allow their
polymerization. For use of HlOl as the oxidant. the membrane was first soaked in the
monomer solution, :md then transferred to H20l (aq). The doped Nafion membranes were
washed severnl times with deionized water after polymerization to remove the unreacted
monomers and oxidants. Pyrrole and N-methylpyrrole were also polymerized by UV
irradiation for 24 hours by Dr. Qi.
4.2.3 Ionic Conducth'ity Measurement on Modified Nafion Membrane
An experimental apparatus for detennining the resistivity for proton transport
lhrough the membrane is shown in Fig. 4.1 (30-31). Two PTFE blocks wilh cavities are
bolted together around two glass slides with holes, which sandwich the membrane. SCE
reference electrodes are positioned either side of the membr:lOe, and the steady-state
potential difference between them. induced by a constant current (to rnA) between the Pt
electrodes. is measured by using an Orion Research 60t Digital Ion Analyzer. Ohm's law
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is applied to compute the resistance of the membranes. The electrolyte was a I M H2S0~
solution. The exposed area of membrane was 0.145 cm2•
Ionic resistance of membrane =fiFJI (constant) (4.3)
Fig. 4.1 Experimental apparatus for determination of membrane ionic
resistance. L polymer membrane; 2. platinized Pt disc
electrodes; 3. SeE electrodes; 4. PTFE block; 5. Glass slides.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Polymerization of Pyrrole and Methylpyrrole on/withi.n Nafion
Membrane
4.3.1.1 Pyrrole polymerization using Fe.l+ as an oxidizing agent
Several pieces of Nafion 117 were equilibrated with 0.174 N Fe3~ solution for 12
hours. Then, they were immersed into 0.754 M pyrrole solution. The ionic resistance was
measured by using the experimental setup in Fig. 4.1. The results are presented in Table
4.1.
Table 4.1 !\'lembrane ionic resistance at different contact times with pyrrolc
Contact time (hrs)
Ionic resistance (n)
[t was found from Table 4.1 that the PPy deposited on the membrane surfnce
resulted in a large increase of ionic resistnnce. This is due to a prolonged immersion time
of the Nafion membrane into the FeJ+ solution lending to a high concentration of FeJ~ in
the membrane. A long contact time with the pyrrole solution nlso cnused too much PPy
formation on the Nnfion surface. When a Nafion membrane containing ferric ions
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contacted an aqueous pyrrole solution, pyrrole polymerized easily and quickly and
formed a PPy layer in the membrane matrix beginning from the membrane surface
following Scheme 1 (16, 32)
Scheme 1
tQ1' (SO,),N "
H
Doped
The doping of the partially oxidized PPy is maintained by the deprotonated sulfonic acid
groups of the polymeric backbone of Nafion (33). Therefore, it is expected that both the
proton conductivity and the permeabiiity of the Nafion will decrease with increasing PPy
contenls. Black coloration and stiffness of the resulting membranes indicate heavy PPy
deposition on/within the membr.Hle. This layer of PPy blocks the channels for proton
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conduction leading to a higher ionic resistance. Therefore, we needed to find me
optimum conditions for pyrrole polymerization without significantly increasing the ionic
resistance. In order to realize this, short immersion times in the oxidiZing agent solution
and contact times with the pyrrole should be applied.
Table 4.2 shows the ionic resistance of Nafion membranes for different
immersion times in ferric ion solution following a 30 s contact time with a pyrrole
solution.
Table 4. 2 Ionic resistances for different immersion times in Feh solution
T(min) 10 30 120 240 720 1440
Ron;c.f.(Q) 1.6 2.3
R;onic.Pol (Q) 1.6 3.1
2.7
2.5
2.7
2.9
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.1
2.4
2.4
2.5
2.9
Note. T-Immerslon time m Fe· (mm), R,on",. F. - romc resistance after Nafion
membrane was immersed in Fe;T solution; Rionk. Pol - Ionic resistance after
polymerization for 30 s.
It is seen from Table 4.2 that the ionic resistance of Nafion membranes increased
slightly due to the absorption of Fe;", but it hardly changed with immersion time. When
the Nafion membranes containing Fe3 .. were conUlcted with the pyrrole solution. their
color changed from light yellow to green indicating some PPy fonnation. The PPy
modified Nafion membranes possessed almost the same resistance as the Fe;" loaded
ones due to the very short polymerization time (30 s). This fact indicates that a thin layer
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of PPy formed on/within the Nafion membrane does not affect its proton conductivity
drastically. but a large amount of PPy results in low proton conductivity. It can be
speculated that a high percentage of the sulfonic acid groups serve as dopams for the
oxidized PPy in the latter case and that a lower water content of the Nafion membrane
decreases its proton conductivity (34). The modified membranes with light conducting
polymers were used to test methanol crossover (section 4.3.3).
According to reported data (33), metal cations will be trapped in the Nafion
membrane resulting in a resistance increase. Although FeJ.. inclusion into the membrane
does not increase its resistance greatly under non-operating conditions, it will
significantly increase the membrane resistance and decrease cell performance as metal
ions, especially high valent cations, are electro-osmotically dragged into the inside
membrane leading to the loss of membrane conductivity and poisoning of the catalysts.
Fch could be eXIf;lcted from the membrane afterwards. Therefore. it is best to use low
"alent metal ions or non-metal ion oxidants to polymerize the pyrrole.
4.3.1.2 Pyrrole polymerization using (Nf4hS!Os as an oxidizing agent
(NFLhS!Os was used to polymerize pyrrole onto/within the Nafion. Table 4.3
lists the relationships between the membrane resistance and the immersion time in
(N~hS!Ossolution, and also following 30 s contact with the pyrrole solution.
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Table 4.3 Ionic resistance at different immersion times in <NHthS:?-Oa solution
T(rnin) 15 30 60 120 300 420 [440
Iloni~(Q) 1.6 1.9 2.4 2.6 2.0 2.2 2.6 2.1 2.1
IiOni~,pol(Q) 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.7 2.7
It is seen from Table 4.3 that the membrane contacted with (NH..thS20S showed the same
behavior as with Fe)", in which the resistance only increased slightly after it was soaked
in (NH...hS20S solution. It also showed that PPy on/within membrane increased the ionic
resistance slightly. There appears to be little difference between the effects of two
oxidants. Although the PPy modified membranes have higher ionic resistance, it will still
be beneficial for the DMFC if this kind of membrane can significantly reduce methanol
crossover. Reduction of methanol crossover will greatly improve the OMFC performance
resulting in the offset of the IR loss due to the resistance increase. This results from the
low current density operation in O;VIFCs.
However, it was still highly desirable to obtain a method to deposit a layer of
polymer onto/within the Nafion surface without compromising ionic conductivity. On the
other hand, it is very difficult to control the polymerization of pyrrole in air as pyrrole is
quite easily polymerized by oxygen. Therefore, considering this, N-methylpyrrole was
used to replace pyrrole due to its stability in air. In order to polymerize N-methylpyrrole,
H!02 can be used as the oxidant without introducing metal cations into the Nafion
membrane.
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4.3.1.3 Methylpyrrole polymerization using H~O~ as an oxidizing agent
When H~Oz was used to oxidize N-methylpyn:ule, the membranes were firstly
soaked into methylpyrroJe solution. Then were contacted with H20 2 solution for a 30 s
period. Resistances for different immer.;ion times in N-rnethylpyrrole and polymerization
times with Hz02 are presented in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Resistance for different immersion in K-me:thypyrrole and polymerization
times with H 20 2
T(min)
Iioni~(Q)
Ilonk.l'ol(Q)
1.6
L.6
1.8
1.8
30
1.6
1.6
1'0
1.7
1.7
270
1.6
1.6
The results showed Ihat the ionic conductivity of the Nafion did not change with Ihe
polymerization of N-methylpyrrole. However, PMPy did fonn on the Nafion as the color
of the membrane changed from light yellow to browl'l. The resistances of the PMPy
doped Nafion membrane are the same as for Ihe ori ginal membrane. The data also
showed that immersion time did not affect the conduct ivity. Therefore, H20! is a good
candidate for the polymerization of N-methylpyrrale.
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4.3.1.4 Pyrrole and methylpyrrole polymerization by UV irradiation
In order to avoid the detrimental effect of metal ions on the conductivity of the
resulting membrane, oxygen in the air can be a possible choice to polymerize pyrrole and
methylpyrrole onto the Nafion surface with the help of UV irradiation. Nafion
membranes were soaked in pyrrole or N.methylpyrrole solutions for 30 min, then
irradiated under UV light for 24 hours. The resistances of the modified membranes are
presented in Table 4.5.
Table 4.:5 Resistance of membranes modified by PPy and PMPy formed by UV
irradiation
j'\[embranes
Iionic(Q)
lio,.;c.rol(Q)
Nation
1.6
1.6
Pyrrole
1.6
1.7
Methylpyrrole
1.6
1.6
The membranes with deposited PPy and PMPy ret",-in the same resistance as the original
Nafion membrane. Since these membranes can reduce the methanol
significantly (section 4.3.3), the VV irradiation method will be an attractive
manufacturing process.
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4.3.2 Methanol Crossover Measurement for Nation Membrane
To obtain the steady state current. a potential step method with a long polarization
time (e.g., typically 30 min) was applied. Fig. 4.2 demonstrates the relationship between
methanol crossover and temperature.
It was found thon the methanol started to oxidize at ca. 02 V, and approached a
constant limiting current dependent on operating temperature. The limiting current for
methanol oxidation was rc:lched when the potential was over 0.4 V (SCE), with values of
47 mAlcm! and 68 mNcm2 being otuained at 50 DC and 70 DC, respectively. The results
indic:lte that a higher operating temperature leads to a larger methanol crossover in
OMFC operation. However, it is desirable 10 use a high temperature in the OMFC to
increase the kinetics of methanol oxidation. This is supported by the fact that the half·
wave potential shifts from 0.35 V (SCE) at 50 DC to 0.30 V (SCE) at 70 DC, which shows
that a higher operating lemper.uure enhances the kinetics of methanol oxidation.
Therefore, for a high tempernturc operation, the membrnnc should be modified to reduce
methanol perme.ation across the membrane.
4.3.3 Methanol Crossover Inhi.bition by Modified Membranes
Results of methanol crossover experiments on PPy and PMPy modified
membranes at 50 DC and 70 DC are shown in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, respectively. It is seen
that the conducling polymer-doped Nafion membranes significantly reduced methanol
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Fig.4.2 Current-potential relationship for MeOH oxidation at different
temperatures. Ballard anode. N117 membrane. 1 M MeOH in 1 M
H2S04,
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Fig. 4.3 MeOH crossover for different membranes at 50°C in 1 M MeOH.
Ballard anode. Nl17 membrane. 1. Nafion membrane. 2. PPy
polymerized by Fe3., then immersed in water. 3. PPy polymerized
by Fe3., then immersed in Hel. 4. PPy polymerized by UV. 5. PMPy
polymerized by UV.
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Fig. 4.4 MeOH crossover for different membranes at 70°C in 1 M MeOH.
Ballard anode. 1. Nafion membrane. 2. PPy polymerized by H20:z_
3. Ppy polymerized by Fe3., then immersed in water. 4. PPy
polymerized Fe3..., then immersed in Hel. 5. PMPy polymerized
by H:zO:z
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crossover. A 60 % reduction of methanol crossover was achieved by using PPy deposited
with Fe~ following immersion in HCI solution. It :Ippears that tre:lting the membranes
with acid can help to fOIm a more unifonn conducting polymer on/within the membrane.
Deposition of a layer of PPy or PMPy on/within the Nafion membrane by chemical
oxidation did not change the catalytic activily of the catalyst since all half·wave
potentials remained quite close to that for Ihe original Nafion. However, the membranes
modified by the UV imdiation method behave differently. which may be related to
different polymer structures :lnd surface properties such as hydrophobicity. Complete
explanation still requires further investigations. BlIsed the lIbove discussions, therefore,
PPy and PMPy membranes modified by UV seem not suitable for application in D~Cs.
It is seen from Fig. 4.4 that a PMPy modified membrane from H!Ol oxidation
showed the largest inhibition of methllnol crossover (C:l.. 70 %). However. it should be
emphasized here that there were a 101 of gas bubbles adsorbed on this membrane surface.
Therefore, the electrode area reduction caused by bubble adsorption may contribute to the
lower methanol crossover to some extenL As for different oxidantS. the membrane
modified by Fe}· also showed better methanol inhibition than H!O! for PPy. This is
probably related 10 the fonn:ltion of different PPy microstructures on the Nafion surface
with different oxidants.
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4.3.4. Methanol Diffusion Coefficient in Nafion and Modified
Membranes
A set of typical Cottrell plots. obtained in response to a potential step from 0 to
0.70 V (SCE) with Nafion ! 17. and PPy, and PMPy modified membranes operating at 70
°c. is shown in Fig. 4.5. If it is assumed that the rate of methanol transport through the
cell is practically controlled by the membrane only CEqn (4.1» (29). Om values can be
obtained by combining the limiting current and the slope of Cottrell plot for each
membrane. The results are summarized in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6 l\!lethanol diffusion coefficients from electrochemical measurements at
various temperatures
Temperature Membrane Diffusion Coefficient
(0C) (IOs,cml/sec)
5. Nanon 0.89
PpyfNafton 0.39
PMPyfi'lafion 0.38
7. Nanon 2.48
Pp}'/Nafion 0.79
PMPyfi'laE'ion 1.32
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Fig. 4.5 Linear regression of Cottrell relationship for different
membranes. Ballard anode.
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It can be seen that the modified membranes had a lower diffusion coefficient within me
membranes. The higher inhibition of methanol crossover for the modified membranes is
due to the lower diffusion coefficient. Therefore, it can be deduced that the methanol
crossover inhibition for the modified membranes is realized by blocking of the channels
in the Nafion membrane by the conducting polymers. Therefore, the modification of
Nafion membrane by conducting polymers such as PPy and PMPy is a quite promising
method. although the stability of modified membranes still needs to be evaluated based
on the practically operating conditions of OMFes.
4.3.5 Oxygen Reduction Performance for Modified Membranes
Although the modified membranes have demonstrated a high inhibition of
methanol crossover, the ORR perfonnance on the cathode should not be affected.
Otherwise, it will be without commercial value. Fig. 4.6 shows the ORR performance for
modified membranes. It is seen that, after com:ction for the IR drop, the ORR
performance for the modified membranes was quite similar to that of original Nafion
membrane. This strongly indicates that me modified membranes do not affect the kinetic
performance of the catalysts. This phenomenon is very imponant as me current density is
usually lower, i.e.. below 400 mA/cm1 in the DMFC. Therefore, as far as the k.inetic
performance of the catalysts can be maintained, the slight increase in membrane
resistance would not significantly affect DrvrFC performance. The thin layer of
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Fig. 4.6 Oxygen reduction performance for different membranes.
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conducting polymers on/within the Nafion membrane would not short out the cell since
monomers are hardly permeate Ihrough the membrane (15, 16). This indicates that all
conducting polymers fonned close to the surface.
4.4 Conclusions
PPy and PMPy were deposited on/within Nafion~ 117 membranes by chemical
olCidation with either Fe}·, (NtLhS20s. H20 2 or O2 with UV irradiation. The modified
membranes showed similar resistance to the original membranes if polymerization
conditions are controlled properly. Modified membranes inhibit methanol crossover to
different elCtents. PPy polymerized by Fel~ demonstrated the highest inhibition of
methanol crossover. The inhibition of methanol crossover is realized by a lower methanol
diffusion coefficient in the modified membranes. The modified membranes do not affect
the cathode -kinetic performance for the ORR although a small additional ohmic loss is
caused by the slight increase in resistance of the modified membranes.
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Chapter 5
A Summary of This Research and Future Work
In this thesis, half-cell techniques with transient polarization have been
demonstrated to provide fast evaluating the catalysts for PEMFCs. By using this setup,
the catalysts can be evaluated without using complicate humidification systems for
reactant gases. Funhennore, with this method, catalysts modified by chemical oxidation.
especially in acidic environment, have been successfully characterized. The modified
catalysts showed a higher proton conductivity while maintaining their electronic
conductivity, and therefore showed improved kinetic perfonnances as well as higher
performances at high current densities. The idea of modifying commercial catalyses can
be extended to many chemicals which can react with carbon to give products with a
higher proton conductivity and/or a higher 0 1 solubility. For instance, Brl and Fl can
react with carbon to produce -CFr and -CBrl- groups which can give a higher oxygen
solubility in the catalyst layer. This direction remains open for further investigations.
Moreover, although the modified catalysts have demonstrated improved short-term
performances in a half eel!, they still need a long-term evaluation to confirm their
stability under true PEMFC operating conditions.
The reduced CO2 reoxidation method showed better resolution than conventional
Hl adsorption or desorption for acti ve area determination of carbon.supported catalysts. It
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is easily applied in real systems due to its non+loxicity in comparison to the CO stripping
melhod. Additionally, the peak and onset potenlials for reduced COz oxidation can
provide two significant indications of the catalyst's tolerance towards CO and COz.
However, it can only be used for relative comparison of active surface area among
different catalyslS. Therefore, the measurement of absolute surface area by this method
remains a goal for further studies.
Nafion membranes modified by conducting polymers have been found to
significantly decrease MeOH crossover without affecting cathode performance. Less
MeOH crossover could substantially increase DMFC performance. However, the
modified membranes were only tested at remperatures up to 70°C in a half-cell. In a real
DMFC, the temperature can go higher than 120°C, which requires the modified
membrane to stand a high temperature. Therefore, the high temperature stability needs to
be tested in the future. Furthermore, in order to avoid the impnct of bubble adsorption on
the membrane at high temperatures, the half-cell setup should be modified to allow the
electrolyte to now in the cell.
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